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WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter summoned congressional
leaders and the governors of four coal-
rich states to the White House today as
efforts tofiggotiate an end to the 80-day
coal strum appear to have faltered. •
The meetings were announced amid
speculation that the president WAS.
. planning to intervene more forcefully to
attempt-to end the* strike.
Carter asked seven senators and five
House members to meet with him, and -
he invited the governors of West
Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and
Ohio to a later, session at the White
House.
The purpose of the White House
meetings was unknown, although one
possibility was that the president was
seeking to increase public pressure on
both sidere-indie-dispuie- to-trent+ a =--
settlement.
The White House has prepared
legislation to' impoe a settlement in the
United Mine Workers strike but has
made clear its preference that both
sides in the dispute reach a negotiated
settlement.
The strike's latest snag developed
when the coal industry rejected the
UMWs' "bottomline" contract proposal -
as unfit for a _nationwide agreement.
The Bituminous Coal Operators
Association said early- today • it
remained ready to resume talks with
the union, but, declared that in- view of
the UMW's bargaining position, more





1977 Project Winners have been
announced by the Calloway County 4-H
Council. Four-H'ers completing their
1977 project work were judged on the
basis of their records compiled
throughout the year.
Winners are as follows:
• Junior Winiters, _
Speech - Michelle Jarrett, Champion;
Beef Market Steer - • Lisa Hale,
champion, Leland Steely, blue and
David Heathcott, blue; Beef Breeding
Herd - Leland Steely, champion; Health
- Raymond Grady, champion; Trisha
Clark, white;
Bicycle - Trisha Clark, champion;
Terriaum - David Grady, champion;
Propogating hokseplants - David
Grady, champion; Canning - Deanna
Cunningham. champion; Time for
Lunch - Tracy Beach, champion; It's
Time for Dinner - Trisha Clark,
champion; Let's Begin *Cooking -
Jennifer Jarrett, champion, Leigh Ann
Steely, blue, Mitzi Coles, blue, Gaye
Martin, blue and Staci ildwell, red;
Home Furnishings - Tracy Beach,.
champion; Arts 8r Crafts - David
Grady, - ehampien - -Raymond, - Grady,
blue, Tracy Beach, red, Wende Osmus,
red; Traditional garden - Raymond
Grady, champion, David Grady, blue;
Knitting - Gaye Martin, champion;
Dairy - Gaye Martin, champion;
Simple Dress - Tracy Beach,
champion; Fun Wear - Trisha Clark,
champion; Pattern Magic - Lisa
Mikulcik, Gina Brown, blue and Heidi
Barrett, blue; Sportswear - Deanna
Cunningham, champion; Stitching Fun
- Dana Cunningham, champion, Leila
Urnar, blue, Heidi Barrett, blue, Gina
- Brown, blue, Lisa Mikulcik, blue, Gaye
Martin, red and Melissa Manning, red.
Senior Winners.:
Photography and Junior Leadership -
Laura Jarrett; Sportswear - Carla
Beach; Entomology - Martha Pitman;
Geology - Terry Sledd ; and Citizenship -
Chuck Harrison.
The main industry bargaining group
issued its statement several hours
before Labor Secretary Ray Marshall
and white House officials began
meeting thls morning "to determine a
future course of action."
The administraton has been laying
the groundwork for "definitive" actiqn
to end the walkout before it causes
serious economic damage.
Privately_ Wednesday night, ad-
ministration officials said the outlook
for the talks was not promising.
Meanwhile, Senate Majority Leader
Robert C. Byrd, ECW. Va., today ap-
pealed to the coal operators to accept
the agreement already reached by the
independent Pittsburg and Midway
Coal Mining Co., as the basis for a in-
dustry-wide settlemerit.
"I iindki staiRlthe union has indicated
a willingness to accept it," said Byrd.
Byrd repeatedly referred to the Taft-
Hartley Act as "a last resort." -
"I would prefer that the government
continue to try to bring_ about a
negotiated settlement," he said.
Byrd said that if President Carter
sends legislation to Congress to deal
with what the senator called "a
growing crisis," he would use his
-poson Ao get swift congressional
action. Byrd declined to suggest what
he thought should be included in any
_ legislative.solution. Federal seizure of
the coal mines or binding arbitration
are most frequently mentioned as pos-
sible legislation solutions.
As efforts to negotiate a settlement
continued, the effects of the strike
mounted. New electricity cutbacks
were implemented in Indiana and Ten-
nessee Gov. Ray Blanton warned that
135,000 people would be out of work soon
if voluntary conservation measures
don't work. •
' -
Misdemeanor charges were filed in
Hocking County, Ohio, against two men
in connection with vandalism at the
Tuffant Mining Co. strip mine near Lo-
gan. An estimated 200 miners gathered
near -the non-union mine Monday night
to shut it down.
-
TWELFTH NIGHT — One of William Shakespeare's most popular romantic comedies, Twelfth Night, will premier
tonigheat 8 p.m. In the University Theatre located in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. The production, directed by
Robert E. Johnson, will run through Saturday night. Reservations may be obtained by calling the theatre box office at
767-6797. Pictured above in the "kitchen scene" are (from left) Randy Johnson, Pat Vincent and David Davis.
Photo by Pat Slattery
TVA Power Cutback Approval Expected
-KNOXVILLE, Tenn: i AP) - A plan
for forced power cutbacks to industry
was expected to get final approval by
the Tennessee Valley Authority's
directors today.
TVA's _staff completed Wednesday
the five-step program for gradually
reducing the amount of electricity the
government utility provides if the
United Mine Workers strike continues
to drain its coal stockpiles.
TVA spokesman-John Van Mol said
there are no basic differences between
the plan and a draft drawn up last
week. '
Officials estimate that the first step,
a 30 percent mandatory reduction to
about 2,000 industries in seven states,
would cause immediali layoffs of
between 100,000 and 150,000 workers.
Tennessee Gov. Ray Blanton said
Wednesday the layoffs in his state alone
would reaCh '136,000 if the 36- percent
curtailment lasted a month.
Last week officials said the first step,
to be implemented when TVA's stocks.
fall to 1 million tons, would likely go
into effect the first or second week of
March. But increased coal deliveries
and voluntary conservation efforts
have reduced the drain on TVA's stock-
piles and officials now say it may not be
_needed at all. _
The main reason for the reduced
drain on the stockpiles is that more coal
is coming in from non-UMW mines and
producers in the West. At one point
inside today
'eatIyin the strike TVA Was getting less
than 100,000 tons a week.compared with.
the 750,000 tons it normally receives..
TVA also has reduced its burn by
about 50,000 tons a week because of the
voluntary conservation campaign. Offi-
cials called on all consumers for a 20-
. percent. voluntary cutlAck last week ,_
and estiniated Wednesday the reduc-
tion is averaging about 10 percent.
TVA•also is saving another 104000
tons a week because its largest
customer, the -goveroment's uranium
enrichment plants at-Oak Ridge and 
Paducah,Paducah, Ky., last month reduced use
of electricity 12Y..abqgt §0_.pe.rcent.,,
If does resort to the forced cur-
tailment, TVA plans to enforce the first
step by cutting off for the duration of
the crisis all power to any industrial
customer which does not comply within.,
the first two weeks.
See TVA POWER,
,. page 16, Column 2
Power Cutbacks Likely In Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Even if
the nationwide .coal strike ends soon,
Kentuckians may have to cut back on
the use of electricity by _as much as 25
percent - a step, that would almost
certainly result in some industrial
layoffs, a state official says.
Eugene Mooney, executive director
of the Public Service Commission, said
that even if a coal contract.agreement
were reached immediately, it probably
would take 10 more days for United
Mine Workers to ratify it.
It would be at least two weeks after
that before deliveries of union coal
returned to normal,- Mooney said.
Conservation measures still would be
necessary in the meantime, he said.
Mooney said the state's utility
companies generally have 30 to 40-day
stockpiles of coal.
"If all the treads continue and no
additional curtailment measures are
taken, in 30 days from now one Ken
One Section-16 Pages
Mel Purcell will make his professional debut Friday.in
Memphis while his father's Murray State tennis team is
expected to be. much-improved and will open its season
tomorrow. Also, sports editor Mike Brandon gives some
insight on the applications for basketball coach at MSU.
See today's sports pages.
snow ending today's index
Travelers advisory today.
Light'snow today ending by late
afternoon, • becoming partly
cloudy and cold tonight. Accu-
mulation of new snow 1 to 3 in-
ch4. Slight chance for light snow
mixed with rain on Friday. Highs
today in the low to mid 30s. Lows
tonight in the low and mid 20s.





















tucky company will have been out of
coal for five days and the others will
have five or 10 days of coal left," he
said. -If they run out, everything would
go black.",
Mooney said a utility can go days
longer by imposing 25 percent cutbacks
at the 40-day point.
Kentucky Utilities Co., based in
Lexington, has recommended a
mandatory 25 percent cutback by in-
dustrial and commercial customers
when coal supplies reach the 30-day
level, and a 50 percent cutback for those
customers at the 20-day -level.
The state Public Service Commission
will hold a public hearing on the
recommendations by KU and other
utilities before deciding whether to put
eftect.-__
-KU- vice- president Lynnwood
Schrader said KU had a 37-day suPply;
of coal at midnight last Friday, the last
time an inventory was taken.
Louisville Gas & Electric Co. holds
just under a 50-day supply, according to
vice president Robert Royer.
Mooney said even 25 percent cuts




Beginning Friday, Feb. , 24,
Murray Post Office windows will
close at 4:30 p.m. instead the current
5 p.m. closing time.
The early closing times are being
put into effect to conserve energy, a
Post Service official said.
Star route mail and the last mail
for shipping will leave at 5 p.m. aLso.
Light Snow Falls Across
State; 1 1 Schools Close
By The Associated Press
Snow fell over Kentucky this mor-
ning, forcing at least 11 county school
systems to close and slowing motorists
on their way to work.
The National Weather Service said
snow could accumulate to depths of one
to three inches today, and issued a
travelers advisory statewide.
Temperatures this morning ranged
from the upper teens in northeastern
Kentucky to the mid 30s in the west.
The weather service predicted highs
around 30 for most of the, state today,
but temperatures would reach the high
30s and low 40s Friday.
State police said roads in western and
northern Kentucky were snow covered,
slick and hazardous this morning.
New snow amounts ranged from One
to three inches at Henderson and about
two inches at Bowling Green to an inch
or less in other areas.
Light snow slowed traffic in
Louisville, but traffk reportsindicated
many commuters got an.early. start to
-work, no major tie-ups were
reported. 
,
Secondatlt roads in the area were
slick, however, and Jefferson County
schools-were closed for the day.
Schools were also closed in Hart,
Jackson, - Bullitt, Meade, Larue,
Grayson, Hardin, Breckinridge, Ohio
and Simpson counties.
House Rejects Bill Designed To Control Handgun Sales
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - A ban on
small handguns has been rejected by
the Kentucky House after opponents of
the bill said it was a first step toward
gun control.
The Senate, meantime Wednesday,
passed and sent to the House a till
aimed at reducing juvenile crime.
But. the Senate delayed a vote on a
collective bargaining bill for teachers
after a move to recommit it to com-
mittee failed.
Rep. Aubrey Williams, D-Louisville,
tried unsuccessfully to sidestep a House
committee rejection of a bill he. spon-
sored to-ben" handguns commonly
known as Saturday Night Specials.
The lower chamber voted 58-35 to
rfr -41a•
antesawneelierammemaneanmenamela
"table an amendment to the same effect
which Williams had attached to a bill
that would have increased the penalties
for possession of a concealed deadly
weapon.
The vote to table the ,aniendmept in
frankfort
roundup
effect killed Williame'- proposal • in
addition to the deadly weapons bill.
The juvenile offenders bill, approved
28-8 in the Senate, would require
children over 14 to be tried as adults for
most seelaus felonies.
Under existing' law, a juvenile court
judge may refer a youth over 16 or
repeat offenders to the jurisdiction of a
circuit court if he determines that is in
the best interest of the child.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Michael _
Moloney, would require juveniles over
14 to be tried as adults if they are
charged with a capital .offense, a class
A felony - murder - or with a Clas B
'felony such as manslaughter, assault or
f irsl _degree raselc
Moloney said evidence- indicates -that
'a tougher policy t‘oliard violent crime
and repeat offenders will reduce
juvenile crime.
The legislation would not permit the
_death sentence for iputhful..offenders
charged with a capital offense.
Committee action Wednesday in-
cluded a Senate panel's rejection of a
House-passed resolution asking
Congress to call a, constitutional cOn-
vention to consider an anti-abortion
amendment to the U.S. constitution.
The same committee last week rejected
a similar. Serial* resolution.
A bill to forbid television .broadcasts
of se*, violerfce and . profanity that
might be harmful to children was ap-
proved by the Senate Judiciary-
Statutes Committee. .
Sen. John Berry, D-New Castle, the
sponsor of the measure, said the
proposal's constitutionality would have
_ be decided. _in court..
Two measures that are part of-Gov,
luliiiri rarrOlt's consumer legisl'ation
package received Senate approval
P (In esday.
Senate Bill 216 would require persons
selling land for recreational or
retirement purposes to post bond for
Uuprvvemerits that are advertised but
not completed.






A number of defendaats are expected
to undergo presentencing reports in
coming days after entering guilty pleas
in Calloway County Circuit Court today_
According to court, reports, Robert
Myers Sr. pleaded guilty to wanton
endangerment. Prosecution recom-
mended none year -Sentence.
Ronald Jameson pleaded guilty to
theft , by deception of an amount less
-than 5100, according to court reports.
Prosecution recommended a one year
jail sentence probated one year.
Jameson also faces a 9100 fine and is
expected to pay full restitution for his
offense.
According to court reports, Henry
Major pleaded, guilty to wanton en-
dangerment in the second degree. The
sentence recommended is 90 days.
Prosecution recommended that Major
serve 30 days with the remainder
suspended for one year. He also faces a
$200 fine, according to court reports.
Ted A. McCuiston Jr. pleaded guilty
to theft, according to court reports.
Prosecution recommended a year for
the defendant with a two year probation
perstod.,1144;uiston -Jr. is .also expected
to make full resititution for his offense.
Calloway County Circuit ,Judge
James Lassiter continued the case of
Mary Buchanan, charged with theft,
until May 4.
Larry Vaughn recently pleaded
guilty to the offense of failure to make
required disposition. The sentence
recommended -is- one year, suspended
two 'years. Faughn is also expected to





Parents way still enroll children in
grades five through nine in a series of
six Children's Art Workshops -to be
conducted on Saturday mornings at
Murray State University beginning
Feb. 25. .
James W. Stickler, workshop director
and assistant professor of art, said
openings' are available in most of the
course areas painting, ceramics,
enamel, jewelry, metal jewelry,
printmaking, and crayon-fa design..
The workshops were originally
scheduled la begin Feb. .18, but in-
clement weather forced a delay of one
week. Sessions will run from 9 to 11
a.m. T•io classes are scheduled March 11
or 18-during the spring vacation - break
at Murray State.
Students will have the opportunity to
work with specialized studio equipment
in sinall groups under the direction of
upperclass art majors.
A fee of 510 covers the, costs of
materials and instruction.
Anyone interested in enrolling a chip
in •a-workshop - or in' Obtaining Mori
information may call James Stickler at
502 762-3787. . ''`-
_PAGLI_IVEAWRIATA4..IEDGEILZ-TIAILSAmprodsprFarvarrekywo—___
R. Q, Knight Will Ncince-Griffin Vows
Be Honored- Sunday-
R. Q. i Rufus Quiller Knight
will be honored with. a
reception in celebration of his
, 89th birthday on Sunday, Feb.
26, from two to four p. m. at
the fellowship hall of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist





The reception will be hosted
by his only daughter, Mrs. Art
Kunst of DuBois, Pa.,
who requests the presence of
Sweetheart Surprise
_Dinner  td-, From Lm al -1gent---
all friends and relatives of her
father. She asks that persons
not bring gifts.
Mr. Knight was born Feb.
• 27, 1898, near Cherry Corner in
Calloway County. He was
employed by the Belt Railroad
at Chicago, Ill., for several
years until he became
disabled and returned to
Calloway County. „ile was
employed as a cook for
Murray State Univirsity for
-five years and is now em-
ployed- by the Gibson Locker
Plant.
The Calloway man was first
married to the former Dula
Parks who died June 19, 1962.
He married the former Emma
Douglas_ on March 12, 1965,
and they reside on the New
.Crecord_ Itoad.;_iddrbty _Ratite_
Five.
Mr. Knight has one
daughter, Mrs. Kunst of
DUBOIS";- ?a., and four gran-
dchildren who are Miss Sylbia
Knight Kunst, Pittsburg, Pa.,
Mrs. Sharon Trude, Rich-
mond, Arthur Kunst, Jr.,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Donald
Robert Kunst, DuBois, Pa.
_
Mr. and Mrs. Dale G. Nance of Murray Route Four an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
niece, Miss Deborah Sue Nanecjo Joel Griffin, sou of Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Griffin of Almo.
Miss Nance is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and is now employed as a beautician at Leta's Beauty Salon.
Mr. Griffin is also a graduate of Calloway County, High School
and is presently self employed.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, March 24, at
seven P. m• at theinlcing Spring BaPtist S Church with the Rev.. 
. 'Lawson Williamson performing the double ring ceremony. A
reception will follow the ceremony in the fellowship hall of the
clurch.
No formal invitations will be sent, but all friends and
e14-a-- --- ----- -- — ,-- -retaS- v-ired to atten. d. '
gmas 
--- ive athe-c-ciliple—afeffi _ :__ _. ..,.....
___On_ _ --Monday -- -evening, .
February, 13, the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club was en-
tertained with a "Sweetheart
Surprise" dinner, co-
ordinated by the . vice-
- __Chainuan, Mrs. A. B. Crass.
The party was held in the
Woman's Club House.
Assisting Mrs. Crass were
Mrs. Charles Walston', Mrs.
Ed Carroll, Mrs. • _'John
Gregor-3i, Mrs. Gary
Marquardt, and Mrs. Jim
Thompson.
- The-serving table, overlaid
with a white damask cloth,
held a centerpiece of red
carnations flanked by mat-
ching silver candelabra.
Guests were seated at tables
which were decorated 'with
novel Valentine centerpieces,
hand-rnade by Mrs. Crass's
FHA class.
- For Safer Step
A cramped back doorstep
that's downright dangerous in
winter can be enlarged simply
by building a small wood deck
over the old step at, door sill
level. Cedar decking will
provide safer footing.
Cedar accepts any finish -
- stain, punt, enameTbTeach or
wax - or it can be left without
a finish, indoors or out.
Miss Kim Alley presented a 
Jackson and- r - - or Spe—cial-S —t-orirt-Miss Karen
musical ctrOgratti. - - -= - - — - - -.Cofaipmj_ed, by , Deana Food- 4nd Mecils ArGivnDailey who also played piano
music during dinner. 2
Mrs. William Smith,
chairman --Wel-cern ed -the-
approximately sixty guests
-From The Desk Of or anges._winter
;-- - Clear Tor.. -canned,uiees
Count nsion Agent fruits, vegetables and meats;
attending. ome Economics dried fruits, fresh carrots, and
other nutritious muchables.SNOW-STORM FOODS- Lti se-WetOne-bish-Meals-To-Heat-Up
-frozen casseroles, canned
pork and beans, soups, chili,
and other favorite meals in
can.
Staples you can live on-
-pasta (spaghetti,' noodle's,
etc.), winter squash, potatoes,
onions_ _ and .other root
vegetablesi. , dried milk,
evaporated milk, hot-cocoa
mix; whole wheati cooked
cereals, pancake mix, and _
your own master mixes.
Add two or three dozen eggs
and a few pounds of sausage of





Would you like to have a dessert that's easy-to-give, simple,
and yet something really special?
How about a dessert party.— a delightful way to "pay back"
—obligations, Or to enfiance a me eigting, or welcome nhbor-
hood newcomers. The dessert party can be either an after-
lunch or after-swper affair, but it is designed for unhurried
—srnaffiiilk'andit cozyrrelax411 atmelisphere7;
,...4ft your-table graciously- and appi pi t,auundtha
feature of your menu — beautiful and delightful cheese
cakes — topped with lots of big, juicy red cherries. Better
make
o
 enough for seconds, because cherry cheese cakes are
Fret o make-a- big-frit wither y chte. ,
MINI CHERRY CHEESE CAKES
112 cup sugar
1-1/2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 1-pound can red tart
pitted cherries
Red food joloring
3/4 cup chocolate cooky or
gingersnap crurribs
12 cookies)




2 teaspoons lemon juice
. 1/2 teaspoon vanilla
.Comline 1/2 cup sugar and cornstarch in-a sa—licepan—. Stir
in ctierries and juice. Coolt,stirring constantly,. until mixture
'ON' and thickens. Add red coloring and tool. Line 12 muffin•
cups with paper bake cups; spoon about 1 tablespoon cooky
crumbs into each bake cup. Beat together cream cheese, 1/3
cup sugar, egg, lemon juice and vanilla until smooth. Pour
_JaNzer crumjas. Bak ipa.7.5 _oven_ far _15 mint/Wu:kr until set.
Cool. Top each cheese, cake with 3 tablespoons cherry sauce.
Makes 19 cheese cakes.
we may be in for more
blizzards, heavy snows or _sub-
zero temperatures so stock up
your .1citchen cupboards-in
case You can't get out for a
week, or prefer to sit tight
while the roads are bad, or if
there is a power failure or fuel
cut-off. Let's hope you've
already worked out an
alternative way to heat your
house.
Plenty of food to eat "as
is--nuts, fresh apples,
LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
THE MURRAY THEATRES Show
Nitely
Sun. thru Thur. 7:30 P.M.
Effective Wed. Feb. 22
Firliniatioli Of-Energy-trait
Thrv 3/9 




















Sally Field` Jerry Reed
Jackie Gleason
A UNIVOSAL Picture • TettntOtort* 113G1
—
be a good idea to keep five
gallons or more of water on
hand, in case your plumbing
freezes or your pump quits.
Some families also have
frozen powered substitute for
cream to put in their coffee.
EMERGENCY MEALS"'
If you usually depend on gas
for cooking, count on a slower
cooker, hot plate, electric
skillet or other small ap-
pliances to cook your meals if
you still have electricity.
If the electricity goes off and
gas service is 'also disrupted,
you can cook meals over a
heating stove or even your
fireplace
FIREPLACE COOKERY
Use bricks, frit stones, or
concrete blocks to support a
grate. You can use a cake
rack, oven rack, or a grate
from a charcoal grill.
Wait until your wood or coal
fire has burned down to
glowing embers and choose a
meal that works fairly
quickly. `You can also bake
foil-wrapped potatoes or
combinations of vegetables
and meats" in-the coals.
For a snacking treat, roast
some popcorn. t. at it with cold





cookware is a good choice for
heating up or cooking foods on
a wood or coal stove. You can
simmer a pot roast for hours
on a stove that is burning low,
then add vegetables during
the last half hour. Or make
your own vegetable soup from
garden product in your freezer
at canning jars.
Easiest of all, just heat -up
some soup or hearty canned
stew and serve it with freest)
fruit or carrot sticks and a
glass of milk. Some
homemakers have learned
how to use a Dutch oven or big
'heavy pot to bake breads and
cakes on top of the heating
stoves.
For a hearty breakfast
treat, add slilieki-thin apples or
dried fruit to oatmeal and
simmer it for about ten
Minutes. Add a little more
boiling water if needed.
SEND .ME YOUR IDEAS:
crop
- By SUSAN AGER
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) Doctors say fat people
- -turn-to- fad diets and bizarre
artiv
because medical science
- shrugs its -shoulders over
obesity and • hasn't come up
with better alternatives..
Doctors agree that fad-dieW
. and strange technique i like
electroshock therapy.
acupuncture and shots of
NCO, a hormone from the
urine of pregnant women,
help people lose weight. But
that is only because a
low-calorie diet is usually
involved, too.
"Most doctors are sort of
turned off by the obese
'patients and don't feel they
-t can help them. So a lot of
patients are forced to turn to
these fad _ programs, which
may hurt them and may not
-,help them," says Dr. John
Karam. associate director of
the Metabolic Research Unit
at the University of
California here.
Karam says many doctors
feel dealing with the obese is
futile.
"They shrug their
shoulders- and don't try very
hard because so many fat
people are almost destined to
failure,". he says. "Everyone
assumes -fat - people aren't
worth the time to-sit with and
talk to. and encourage and
motivate when -almost all of
them eventually regain the
weight."
The. needles, shots and
shocks Just help motivate the
dieters, doctors, say. Dieters
are able to lean on the ritual
invOtved, and their hopes rise
-thinking something "magic"
or special ,is ha.ppening. But
the real weight lass comes
from the diets.
"The •reason they lose
welght,as because they, follow
the low-calorie diet,'' says
Dr. Jerrold Olefsky of
Stanford . University's
metabolic unit. " [he reason
they follow it more closely
than others is that they're
paying for it, which provides
strong motivation.''
Doctors generally feel the
only real risk from fad diets -
and reducing gimmicks is to
the fat person's pocketbook.
"When you stop the diet or
the treatment, you're really
the—sartie perSori you welt
ientally, so you usually gaih
.it all back" and have to
return time after time to
keep losing weight. says
Qlefsky.
"It's called recidivism and.
the recidivism rate' is
enormous on fad diets," he




Watchers and "FOPS they Jo
it sensibly. [hose programs
are, in the long, run. times




FRANKFORT-, nigb -chance at bigger prizes and a •
-school feature writers have trip to San Antos* in...June-if
until March 1 to enter a
feature -writing drollest
sponsored by .the Kentucky
Press Women and the -Ken-
tucky Department of Publie
Information.
First prize is a $50 savings
bdrui,- while second and third
prizes are a $25 savings bond
and $10, respectively. The firs-
place winner also has a
top _three in national com-
petition.
Features must have been
published during the 1977-78
school year. High school
principals have full details, or
contact Thelma Taylor, Rt. 5,
Cynthiana, Ky. 41031.





















































meet at Calloway County
Murray Women To Speak
Mardi Gras. spOnisared On Women's Issues MondaySaturday, February 25
Spanish and French Clubs at
West Kentucky Corvair Club
will meet at Parsons
Chevrolet, Mayfield, at seven
p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Will meet at




will meet at the Dexter-
Hardin Church at seven p.m.
Officers will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Ce>titCll meet at
7:30 p.rr ate club house-
with Wait Apperson to speak
on "Public Affairs."
- 
itaand Crafts Display andtional Day program by
the Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs has been
cancelled.
Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night" will be presented at the
Murray University Theatre at
eight p.m, Admission is $2.50.
Recital by David W F7P11,
tenor,r_Hopkinsville will be at
Farrell _Recital -Hall.- Price
Doyle 'Fine Arts Center,
MurrayState, it 8:15 p.m. -
Friday, February 24
Murray Chapter of National
Association .of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at the Woodmen
building with County Judge
Robert 0. Miller as speaker.
Third night of the special
-a- - -film on "HOW Shotild
Live7" will be shown at the
Student Center Auditorium,.














Association solo and ensemble
festival for junior high and
high school students from the
First District Education
Association will be held at
Lovett Auditorium and Price
DoyleiritArts Center, MSU.
Second in series of six art
workshops for students in
grades five through nine will
be from nine to eleven a.m. in
the Price Doyle. Fine Arts
Center., SIMI. For' Mftrmation
call 762-3787.
Murriy-Caitoway -Comity
Girl Scouts will have Its swim
day from three to 4:30 p.m. at
the Murray State University
proPerty, cbvorra laws, and
inheritance laws, and the _
National Women's Caucus-in
Houston-will be the subject of
an °Pen meeting for local
women sponsored by the
them to have to function, a
League spokesman said.
• 'Mrs. -Ctirriii speaks to
women's groups on many
subjects that can be useful-
She has also had classes of'
interest to women in the Life
and Learning series at
Murray State University.
- Every woman in this area will
profit by the information she
gives at this meeting, League
officers Said.
"My experience in Houston
porta.nce in my life, and I am
eager to report to Murray and
Calloway County women on
this meeting," Mrs. Littleton
said. •
Mrs. Ruth Howard;
president of the Murray-
Calloway *County League of
Women Voters, is pleased to
invite all members and other
women in the area-W*4 this
program at the United
Campus Ministry.
Skits Presented FHA
Meet At Murray Hig• h
' The Murray High School Catherine Dick, Laura
• retiny
Homemaker, of Amends met Each of the members aent a
Jo Cards - Thursday, Feb..9, in the school Valentine, furnished by the
library with the president, chapter: to an elderly or shut-
League of Women Voters on Dwina • y.Poeilwith Mgt being 5 cents 'Monday Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m. cikeussing plans for Nationaleach. at the United Campus FHA Week, Feb. 10-17.
Ministry, North 15th Street, Delores Honchul, devotional
Murray. leader, and her committee
This meeting will feature presented the devotion. Those
Mrs. Jo Curris, a Practicing participating were Mary
-Lindsey, Mary Morris,- and
Tina Ratteree.
Pailbinientarian, Belliaa-
Suiter, and her committee
- presented- a skit - On-
parliamentary procedur-
e.Other committee members
are Stacey Curd, Laura
Watkins, Mary Morris, and
Mary Lindsey.
--Susan-Crass exialained-this
month's Impact project. Each
officer is responsible for
compiling one emergency
bby1àyè'ttewhahwllfbe sent
through the Red Cross to
Areas where the recent snow
has caused flooding and other
problems. - •
A skit on degrees was
presented by Jane Ann Turner
and her committee composed
of Mitzi Cathey, Lisa Wallin,
Mary Lindsey, Angie Noel,
Sunday, February 26
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Clayton will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the Dees Bank of Hazel from
two
latnd Mrs. C.E. Cain,Sr.,
will be -honored by their
children with an open house at
their home in Almo Heights in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary from
onf.to five p. m.
-
Honoecoming will be held it
Calloway County High School
with the class of 1974 to be
special guests. Dance will




Shakespeare's- -̀ -"Twellth -
Night" will be presented at the
Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m. Ad-
mission is $2.50.
Exhibits of graphic design
and photography by Robin
Gail Frederick, Owensboro,
paintings by Caro. J. Hum-
phreys, Alamo, Tn., and
drawings by Linda Davenport,
Trenton, Tn., will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arta Center,
Murray State University, and




Night" will be at the Murray
State University Theatre at
eight p.m. with admission
$2-50.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, is scheduled to
have its noon luncheon at the
club hosue with Dr. Keith




es. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dale
Dick of Murray Route One are
the parents of a baby girl,
Nicole LeAnne, weighing eight
pounds 104 ounces,
measuring 191/2 inches, born
on Thursday, Feb. 16, at 12:34
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Joshua
Lee, age five, and another
daughter, Robin Renee, age
three. The father is employed
at General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Hilda Dick of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Tabers, Sr., of
Farmington. Great grand-
parents are Mrs. Virgie Dick
of Murray and John Lowe
Willeford of Texas.
Leftover Care
Leftover meat should be
tightly -wrappechand refrig7
crated promptly, advises the
National Live Stock and
Meat Board. to conserve
space, it often is a food idea
to remove the bones from
the meat before storage.
For maximum quality it is
recommended that cooked




trombone, will be at two sm.
and"j, Rhonda Kay Crews,
Kevil, piaho, will be at 3:30
p.m. at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
R.Q. Knight will be honored
on his 80th birthday With S
reception from two to four
p.m. at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
fellowship Hall, Highway 121




sponsored by Murray State
University Student Activities
Board, will be held at the West
Kentucky Livestock. and
Exposition Center at 1:30 p.m.
February 28
held froeseven to eleven p.m.




League of Women Voters
will have an open meeting at
the United Campus Ministry
at 7:30 p.m. with Jo Curris and
Mary Jane Littleton as
speakers. Public invited.
National Secretaries
Association will meet in the
court room of the Calloway
County Court House at seven
p.m. Visitors are weliomed.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th




Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Baptist Men of First Baptist
Church will have a dinner at
the church fellowship hall aL
6:30 p.m.
• Mary-Jane litlleton
attorney, and Mrs. Mary Jane
Littleton, one of the Kentucky
delegates to the Nations
Women's Caucus in Houston
this year.
Since women must often
assume the role as head of the





•The Kiikiphe Delta-chapter- '
of Beta Sigma Phi held a
the Federal Savings and Loan
building.
• A business meeting was
conducted by president
Debbie Lyons and names for
rushes were listed.
- -Refresbitrenis -were served
by the hustesies, Joyce
Thomas and Debbie Brandon.
,  Members attending -were:
Debbie Brandon, Da_ Brown,
Barbara Chilcutt, Rheanetta
Coleman, Brenda Estes,
Joyce Gibson, Mall Gra__
Linda Hodge; Vicky- Holton,
Sue Ann Hutson, Debbie
_ Lyons, Shirley Martin, Jeanie




















4LL USTRA /IONS ENLARGED TO SHOW 01TAILS
CHELSON'S
























Spring . . :
free-flowing
dresses with




Top the Spring season with a
delightful lightweight coat
from our beautiful easy-care
fabrics that keep you on the
go around the clock. And,
they're priced to fit your
budget. Select from single or
double breasted.. . tie or
button front. Junior and
missy at Hilts 78.N
a.
Breeze into Spring in afresh new
dress from Bright's exalting
collection.Flattering,Versati&
'new styles hill of life are
available in your'favorite fashion
colors for Spring. You'll find
little prints and solids in
the season's most refreshing
textures. Why not hurry in and
see for yourself. Junior, missy
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Pl
FOUR-H CLUB — The Robertson 4-H Club was recently organized and officers elec-
ted who are left to right, back row, Cory Huie reporter; Nancy Smlth, vice-president
Ann Marie Hale, song leader; Michelle Garland, secretery; front row, Angel Adams,
recreation leader Tim Greer, telephone chairman; and Heather Doyle, president The
dub meets at the school at 3:15 p.m. the first Tuesday,of each month. Any child nine
years old or in the fourth grade is welcome to attend. The next meeting date will be
March 7.
0  












S5 to $35 Value
Sportswear
Now $2 To 
$
/0
$36 to $60 Value
Sportswear





561 Value and Up
Sportswear










Collection by De/ Mar
Save1/3
•
Perfect Touch Woven Woods '
25% off
Level*, Blinds and other
Woven Wood allect?Ons
Leuolor Blinds in ouer 100





Pertec Touch at a:" stores Other umdou treatment
items a iailable at mow stores Installation not included
Sole ends Fetsruarv 27 01978, T., $,froon•W.11..rns Cpmpa,
point.
A store.
A whole lot more.
bre direwhif wring lbw Master Chow. lia•Monenf nor( Ple•  •oar erfroadafl ems* lams.






It Can't Be Rape
If She's His Wife
DEAR ABBY: Here are the facts: A hysterical woman
called the pollee to tall thew that she had just been raped
by her husband.
She was told that it wasn't .possible for a man tp rape his
own wife.
She then explained he had held a knife to her stomach
and forced her to have sex with him. (I'm omitting a few
details which are too horrible to put in a letter.)
The police then told her that, accordingidlaw, it was a
"domestic matter" involving a man ahd his wife —not a case
of rape.
The woman then said that they had nevar been married,
they were just living together, so actually he WASN'T
HER HUSBAND! ,
She was then told, 'Common law marriage is recognized
in This state, soas far as the laW is concerned he IS your
HUSBAND."
End of conversation.
My question: What, kind of justice is this'?
THE WOMAS,
• •
DEAR WOMAN: Apparently, this kind of "justice" is
still "in." And for an excellent book that deals critically
with our legal system, I highly recommend "Injustice For
All," by Anne Strick. It's published by Putnam and is well
worth reading.
DEAR ABBY: I met a gal in a bar. (Ill call her Kit.) She
was really pretty, only .19, and she sure had a rough life
.ancl a 1ot__121_11 breaks_.  Shg  even confessed she had
hustled for a while, but she said that weal!' the _paskarid
now she had a respectable job as a waitress. Well, I started
liking her a lot even though she seemed to have a lot of
crummy friends.
One day Kit called me at work and told me she had been
beaten up and robbed. She asked me to come to her place
and bring her-some money to pay her bills.
When I saw her, she sure was a mess. She said a guy she
had never seen before used a passkey to get into her flat.
He beat her up andj..00k alt her savings, which Is about
$300.
I took Kit to the hospital emergency room, and they
fixed her up. (She told them she fell down some stairs!) I
wanted to report it te the police, but. Kit wouldn't let me. I
-gave her 4200-t'- pay- iter-hills.--- - — -
Now I am wondering why she didn't want to report. the
robbery to the 'police. What do you think?
PUZZLED
•
DEAR PUZZLED Maybe she-didtet 'leant -tweepere-the
robbery because there wasn't any robbery.
DEAR ABBY: I have- a slight problem. The compaily I
worts, for has instructed me to answer the telephonet as
follows: "Thank you for- calling the Blankety Blank
Company; may I help you?"
It seems to me that- the "Thank you for calling the
Biankety Blank Company" should be at the -end of the
conversation. If I am wrong, please tell me,I keep getting
cut off in the middle of my greeting because most people
think they have a wrong number.
WORKING GIRL
DEAR GIRL: I think you're right. Tell your bosses that
your callers are confused by the "reverse English," that
the first thing a customer wants to know when he calls is if
he has the right number. If you want to thank him for
calling the blankety blank company, do it when you say
goodbye.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a




FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr 4r:A
Everyday matters will
probably run their usual course,
but evening brings a surprise
invitiktion from some highly
amusing companions.
" TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€ti7
Step presently yarn against
g yourself too herd with
resultant strain and anxiety.
Eliminate, nonessentials- from
your prograirivin order to pace
yourself at an "easier gait.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
Others often criticize you
being overly emotional,of
"thinking with your heart" but
your "fedlings" about a current
situation will be right on target.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) 01)0
Not a good day for finances.
There's a tendency now to
"throw good money after bad."
Avoid! Rather, cut losses
ruthlessly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J244e
Keep emotions under stern
control. You could make an
impulsive — and unwise —
decision if your temper is
aroused.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11)
Job matters may prove more
strenuous than usual, but some
delightful news from an old
friend will make your day.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct..23)
Good stellar influences
govern new projects as well as
everyday routine. Cooperate
with those who have both know-
how and integrity. An excellent
day for doing well.
SCORPIO.
(Oct.
24ardt gratify nitl t you
handle the needs of this day
astutely — and yourself with
discipline. Avoid time-wasters
and eliminate all nonessentials
from your scheilule.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3. !4.F444:).
A new light thrown upon
certain Situations should prime
you for fine advantages in the
offing. MAKE yourself work fer
attainment which requires
more than usual vigor. You can
do it!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) la
If you want to give a first-rate
performance now, you will have
to be even more deiterous than
usual. Good planetary in-
fluences, but your cooperation
needed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
An excellent day for making
w contacts, putting unique
idearAnto action. On the per-
sonal side, there's possibility of
a new romance.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
As with Aquarius, you now
have a good day for expansion
generally, acting on unusual
ideas, launching new projects.
YOU BORN TODAY, are, like
most Pisceans, highly intuitive,
imaginative and endowed with
a remarkable memory. Unlike
most others born under your
Sign, however, you are inclined
to be vacillating in your pur-
poses and activities, with the
result that your success in life
may be more or less an up-and-
down affair. You can be "at the
top of the world" one day, in the
depths the next But you can
conquer this state of affairs by
determining on a program of
self-mastery and self-discipline.
You have many- talents and
your charming personality
draws others to you almost
magnetically. It would be a
shame to waste such precious
gifts! Fields in which you could
particularly excel: music,
sculpture and writing. You
would make an outstarkling
journalist or expert-in public
&Haire. Birthdate of: U.S.
Admiral Chester Nimitx.-
•















• PANTS • SKIRTS
• TOPS * • JACKETS
• VESTS • 'SHIRTS
• SWEATERS
ALL ONE PRICE
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 By SEN. RICK WELSENBERGER
Determinate
Sentencing
Kentucky Attorney General Robert
F. Stephens has announced his support
pf.a bill to be introduced in the General
Assembly which would abolish the,
present state Parole Board and switch
to a fixed = or determinate - sen-
tencing system.
A determinate sentence is one in
which someone convicted of a crime
receives a fixed time, say .ten years,
instead of the flexible "five to ten
. years" . now in effect.. . .
. The concept follows a lengthy study
..inade by the office of Attorney General
Stephens and cbrifiims what it was
expected to find - that convicted in-
mates serve -Only a fraction of their
time before being released by the
Parole Board. For example, those
convicted of murder serve out an
average of only one-third of their
sentence.
The study vois based on 2,322 inmates
• in state penitentiaries during 1976777,
then fed into a computer for exact
- figures and percentages. Among the
• unexpected findings was that, with the
exception of murder, as the seventy of
the criw, increases, the time served
decreases - just opposite of- while
should be expected under equal justice.
Crimes under the state's Penal Code
are coded by letter according to
•, - severity-, with Class A including murder -
down to Class D involving minor
felonies. As stated earlier, those con-
victed of Class A felonies serve an
average of-33 1)er- cent of ' their terms,
followedbyeassil at 39per cent, Class
C 40 per cent and Class D 50 per cent.
Determinate sentencing would alter
this pattern. The Parole Board_ no
longer would have the authority to
parole a prisoner before he serves his
full- term. The only chance for egly
release would be through -good time"
- a day off for wèi day of model
behavior.
In other words, a prisoner serving a
10-year sentence Could be released in a
minimum of five years -- 50 per cent of
the sentence --,_ if he is a prisoner
and qualifies for the maximum in
"good time" _credits._
_De_ proposal has met with con-
siderable opposition', especially from
the Department of Corrections and the
Parole Board Members, who argue that
since inmates would be serving longer
portions of their sentences it wbuld
further crowd state prisons which
already are operating 30- per cent in
excess of their capacity.
_ To be sum,' determinate sentencing
Would cost the state more, but there
would be a savings to citizens in life and
property simply because a larger
percentage o Criminals would be in
prison' at any one time.
This is a radical departure from the
present sentencing system and I quite
frankly have mixed feelings. I would
appreciate hearing from you on this or
any other issue. Please write me in care
of the State Senate, Frankfort, Ken-























_ The Murray City Council .employed
three new patrolmen to brim Ibe police
department back to full strength-NeW
• patrolmen are-..1.-
Wilson, and Earl Stalls. .
The final sale of dark fired' tobacco
was held this morning on the Murray
Market. The season'esale average is
844.19 per- One hundred pounds.
Mrs. Jackie Cooper, a native of
Japan, was guest speaker at the
meeting of the-Woman's Society of
Thristian Service of the Martin,:s.
Chapel Methodist Church held at the
-home of Mrs. Hermit' Whitnell.'
Mildred Hedge.. Bobbie Garrison,
• Betty Powell, Anna Huie, Wanda •
Nance, Katherine Lax, Nell Markovich,
Betty Dixon, Joye Rowland, Sandra
Thompson, and Isabel Parks had high
individual averages in bowling in the
,. Magic Tri League this week.
Permanent type antifreeze is ad-
vertised at $1.37 per gallon in the ad for
•Uncle Jeff's this week.
"Trouble with YOU is, you're stubborn!"
Garrott's Galley By M. C. Garrott
Now We Say: If It Snows,
It Must Be Wednesday
It is-getting so I hate to see Wed-
nesday roll around. The most commtin
expressionhround our house of late has -
become "If it- 'snows, it' iiniSt be. '
Wednesday." wish I had kept track of
the snows we've had ,on Wednesday -
nights this winter, but I well remember
one in particular... It was the grand-







WASHINGTON ( AP) - Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger is about as private a
public figure as this city offers, a man
who most often effectively avoids news
media attention unless it - suits his
purpose.
But the nation's top judge found
himself the center of a much-publicized
controversy when arriving in New
Orleans for the AmeriCan Bar Associ-
ation convention last week.
His charge that one-half of all trial
lawyers are incompetent had rankled a
group of lawyers from Illinois enough to
spark a resolution that the ABA rebuke
Burger.
In his annual speech to the
association, Burger welcomed the
controversy because, he said, it focused
new light on an old problem. In the end
the ABA backed down, seemingly
vindicating theghief justice's remarks.
But let's take a closer look.
Burger's cpmments were made
during testimony before a legal ser-
vices commission in London last July -
testimony not made public _until
November. For Burger, it waa,ifortun
he almost never sees in the United
States, an impromptu question-and-
answer session which he had no control
• over.
Transcripts of Burger's testimony
showed that the chief justice, said he
favored a system in which trial lawyers
one in 10 -U.S. lawyers ever enter a
courtroom - would be required to pass
some kind of "written examination."
Burger also said his observations
from the bench and statements from
other judges led him to believe that
about half of all trial lawyers now are
unqualified to represent their clients.
Had Ow chief justice exaggerated
and offered a guess not grounded in any
legitimate data? Perhaps, but a public
relations nightmare for the folks from
Illinois let Burger off the hook.
The gist of the resolution was that
Burger's "negativism" had been
overstated, that there indeed was a
problem but not of the scope discussed
by the chief justice.
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Burger's escape _route became ap-
parent even beforeflie arrived in New
Orleans. Talking to reporters, ABA
President William B. Spann had labeled
Burger's estimate on trial lawyer in-
competency as "grossly dispropor-
tionate."
The figure was more like 20 percent,
said Spann - sounding much like the
man who claims he beats his wife only
two times a week instead of five.
Burger picked up on Spann's quib-
bling, noting in his speech-. "EvenlY 20
percent are incompetent, we ought to
be doing a great deal more about it than
we have up till now."
The next day, the ABA's policy-
making -House of Delegates' briefly
debated the resolption seeking a Burger
apology. zz
The most, effective speakers argued
that a Option of the' resolution would be
interpreted by the public as a cop-out -
dug. the organized bar doesn't want -to -
do anything about cleaning up its act.
Other speakers defended the chief
justice as a "good friend" and a citizen
who'has the right to speak his mind. But
Low. Down
is' I rump
no speaker agreed that the enters
specific charges were on target - or
even close.
The consensus seemed to be that the
numbers do not matter - that if there
are some incompetent trial lawyers not
earning their fees the legal profession
better redouble its efforts to train or
weed out those lawyers.
Burger's troopsnt the Supreme Court
report that the chief justice's remarks
spurred many callers and letter-writers
to register their support, and many
editorial pages have awarded him a
unanimous decision.
Burger no doubt feels more com-
fortable with all the puhlirity than be
did on his arrival in New Orleans.
Burger's mood then may have been
reflected by -his administrative
assistant, Mark Cannon -a man whose
penchant for staying behind the scener-













REP. C. W: 134,L YOUNG (Fin)
"On October 6, 1477, a Department of
Defense directive was signed by
Defense Secretary Harold Brown
relative to the relationship with
organizations which seek to represent
members of the Armed Forces in
negotuations or collective bargaining.
In reviewing this directive, I find most
disturbing the Secretary's decision that
military and civilian personnel of the
Armed Forces may participate in such
organizations as long as the Secretary
determines there is no,' clear danger"
that suchparticipation might adversely
affect "disipline, loyalty, or obedience
to lawful orders." In view of Secretary
Brown's . conditional .endorsement of
military unionization, I believe it is
time to prohibit by law such
unionization of America's armed
service...
"Our national security rests upon-the
capability of our Armed Forces. When
our military is called Upon to defend us,
there can be no room for bargaining or
negotiating in the critical moments of
battle. Just as those who assume the
burden of command must know that
their orders will be responded to
directly and not after a process of
negotiation, the individual soldier in
uuuIIbdt must likewise be assured that
his fellow comrades can be relied upon
to perform -their assigned functions
Without going off to caucus in the midst
of battle...
"I introduced legislation during the
94th Congress to prohibit such
unionization. It is interesting to note
that the vast majority of the residents
of the Sixth Congressional District of
Florida share my opinion that
organized labor has no place in the
military...
"The House Armed Services Corn-
mittee is nearing completion of its
consideration of my .bill and similar
legislation to prohibit military
unionization... "The bill I have spon-
sored is not a bill agianst unions.
-,..Itather, it is a bill designed to protect
the strength and responsiveness of
defense capacity of our Armed Forces.
In my opinion, this legialation is the
most effective and direct way to
prevent unionization of the military and
the resultant ill-effects such union





It .will take legislation to offset the
wishy-washy attitude of the SecretAry
of Defense towards unionization of the
armed farces.- It's- too trnportant an•
issue to r•e":-Ieft CO the whims' of a
political party appointee.
buried us on January 25.
On this occasion, itfell my lot to relay
to the radio and television stations the
class-situation at -Murray -.State
whether or not there wo'uld be classes -
-and, bless 'em, some of the young souls
thought I had the authority._ to . make
such a' decision..
Not-so7, t simply-WIStdalbligtOSoMe
'Our 1.2 radio stations and the television
folks the decision handed down to me
for- that .purpose _by Murray State
President Con is. We had
set it up ahead of- Curris and I.
-Fle was to call me by 8 p. in. and tell me
what he had decided about holding
classes the next day. Then I- was to
make the calls.
++++,++
The -night- of • January 4-was:A°
problem. When that blizzard moved in,
thers_wasn't apy doubt in anybody's
mind that classes at the university
would be cancelled. Our plan worked
beautifully that night, and the next
morning I was treated to a nice stack of
hotcakes, a couple of sausage patties
and a ringside seat .for the daily Car-
dinal-bluejay battle at the bird feeder
outside.
It was the next night, Thursday,
January 26, that all you-know what
broke loose. All went well until late that
afternoon when our phone began to ring
repeatedly. The callers all asked the
same question: "Would there be
classes at Murray State the next day?"
"I can't answer that at the moment,"
woukireply...:Asaoort as a decision is
made, we'll have it on the radio and
television." That was-my stock answer.
About 5:30 that afternoon, Dr. Curris
called. He had spent the afternoon in
the dormitory areas of the campus. The
students were restless, many becoming.
• bdred by their idleness. A large number
of those with whom he talked suggested
that class resume " to give • them
something to do and somewhere to go.
"We'll just do the bett we can under
the circumstances," he told me. "We
are going to open the university
tomorrow morning at 9:30. Classes will
resume at that hour and all ad-
inihistrative offices will open at -the
same time."
commuting students were to be
advised to use extreme caution coming
to the campus and not to try it if they
didn't feel they., could make it. They
were not to worry about migsing
classes.. Arrangements would be- made
for them to makeup any missed
ilaaswork.
++++++
Within minutes, this announcement
went out all over the area on television
and the radio. I caught Channel 6's Tom
Butler with it just as he was going on
the air with the 6 o'clock news. '
That precisely is when you-know-
what hit the fan!
Channel 6 was still on the air whek
nay phone started ringing. First, P
ommuting student would call to
protest the classes starting up. "I know
I'll be excused," one girl said angrily,
-but I'll be misssing something." Then
a student on campus would call and
raise cain because classes were to
resume.
One real belfgerent fellow angrily
lettered that he felt the students on
.ampus were being discriminated
against, having to go to classes v7hen
•arnrnuting students were being ex-
-used.
Across down, Dr. Curris was getting
the same treatment - so much, in fact,
that he finally took his phone off the
nook so he could get some rest. It was
the first time he had ever done that, he
aid later.
+4-+++
'To-complicate matters even more,
Me- gov-e-Frior issued his no-travel-
,iader-any-circumstances edict only a
few Minutes after our announcement
had been broadcast. "Are you defying
the 'governor?" one- fuming student
demanded. He didn't know me very
well. I don't defy my wife, much less
the governor!
- With Dr.,Curris'-ehofte off the book,
hact--no way to_get to him to get a
reading on that new development; so he
and I both just stuck it out for the night,
' Now we have an Inclement Weather
Committee set up at the university to
make any future decisions like this. It's
made up of-all-the' vice-presidents, and
once they reach a decision, they're to
notify me, I'm to spread the word to the
radio and television stations as before.
So, for the information of anyone
interested, if a hig snow comes again
urtt-Vvalch the tithe and listen to the
radio. We'll soon let you know the class
-situation at Murray State. Con't call the
radio stations. Don't call me, and, for
Pete's sake, don't call Dr. Curris. When
the decision is made, you'll have it, and
whether you like it or not, nothing will
be gained by frothing into the
telephone.
++++++
The crowning blow of that wild night
for me came about 1:30 a. m. in the
morning. I had just dropped off to sleep,
thinking that at last all our little angry
darlings had done the same, when the
phone rang again.
Sleepily, I groped for it, lifted the
receiver and mumured a sexy "hello,"
when a girl's voice, trembling with
anger, took one parting shot at me by
saying, "I hope it snows" clear up to
your 4 you-know-wat i!" Then she hung
up.
Had I been half-awake, I might have
murmured in reply, "If it does, honey,
it still won't be deep enought...tpcalloff
classes."
- Bible Th. ought
"And it shall come to pass after-
ward that I will pour out my spirit
upon all flesh; and your sons and your
daughters shall proThesy, your old
men shall dream dieams, your young
men shall see visions." Joel 2:28,
Lite tor the Fuld ot God become,
ex( ihng when the fuljiess ot .,God •
Spirit is realized in personal vxperi
en«.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area. '-
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard; -202-2Z4-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen, Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 204-10
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg. -
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Finnkfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to therd in care
of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. [Ws




-- The Murray Qty Council voted to
construct a new ball park to be located
in the southeastern section of the city
park. Cost is estimated to be $7,750.
Murray Training School was rated
superior in the Regional Drama
Festival held at Murray State" College._
Members dl the group'-are Inei• Todd,
Martin Tracy, and David Colley with
Mrs-. Lillian Lowry as director.
Deaths • reptirted. include _Henr..y. „
Roberts, age 78.
Births reported from Feb. 19 to 22 at
the Murray Hospital include-a boy to
Mr.- and Mrs: Jimmie tewis:'
In high school basketball games
Kirksey beat .Hazel, Murray High beat-
Lyne Grove, and New Concord best.
Almo. High scorers foreach team were-
Gary Key witty25 for Kirksey, Duncan
with 19 for Hazel, Pugh with 23 inr
Murray High, Warren with 38 for Lynn
-Grove; Joe • Green -with - 18 for New
Concord, and Lovett with 13 for 4.lip.o,_. .
30 Years Ago._
Murray welcomed the sunshine today
to melt the biggest _snowfall of the
season, Around three inches of snow fell
- Feb. 21. An earlier snowfall this winter
was a tittle under three inches.
Johnny Reagan, senior guard Of the
,Murray State basketball team, broke
different school records in -his final—
home game here with Louisville, They
were total points, most field goals, free
'throws attempted, free throws made,
number of personal fouls committed
and number -of games played.
Miss Ann Elizabeth Randolph,
daughter of Mrs. Mayrne Randolph of
Murray, and Samuel G. Whitaker, son
of Mrs. Ola M. Whitaker of Marlow,
Okla., were married Feb. 21 at the First
Christian Church, Murray.
Founders Day was observed Feb. 18
by the Lynn Grove High SchoorParent-
Teacher Association with Mrs_ Joel
Crawford as program leader who
presented Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty,
Mrs. Palmer Butterworth, Mrs. Lennie
Beaman,- Patsy Mckenzie, Annette
Crawford, Bobby Boyd, and Cherry
Parks, and Jeanette Miller in a
.pageant, "Light For Tomorrow."
Mrs. Thomas Parker and Mrs. Curtis
Hays presented the sewing lesson at the
meeting of the Eastside Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs. _ Pat
Hackett.-
Today In History •
By The Associated Press _.
Today is Thursday, Feb. 23, the 54th
day of 1978. There are 311 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, the first mass
inoculation of children with Salk anti-
polio vaccjne began in Pittsburgh.
On this date:-
In 1836, the siege of the Alamo began
in San Antonio, Texas, The Texan
defenders were Overwhelmed and
killed by Mexican attackers on March
6.
In 1847, UsS. soldiers under Gen
Zachary Taylor defeated Mexican Gen.
Santa Anna at the battle of Buena Vista
in Mexico.
In 1861, President-elect Abraham
Lincoln arrived secretly in Washingti-in
to take office. A plot to assassinate himi
in Baltimore had been foiled. -
In 1870, Mississippi was readmitted
into the Union after the Civil War
In 1933, Japan began the occupation -
of China north of the Great Wall.
-In 1942, in World War II. a Japanese
submarine shelled an oil refinery near
Santa Barbara, Calif.
_ Ten years. ago. . Kentucky Sen.
Thruston Morton, a congressional
veteran, announced-he would not run
again.
Five years ago: The old International
Control Commission, decided,
unanimously, to go out of business.
One year ago: Nesident Clarter told a
news 4COnfereace he wanted to make
American concern for human rights felt
around the world.
T6day's birthdays: Author and
former broadcaster William I.. Shirer
• is -74 years old. New York Yankee
baseball coach Elston Howard is 47.
Tiought -for "today Only a -mediecre




Western Michigan, Miami of
Ohio, Illinois State, Iri&ana
State, Western Kentucky,
Eastern and the Racers.
Naturally, the eight-team
. tourney, which runs Friday
through Sunday, will be held
Indoors and that will be a little
'handicap for the Racers who
haVe-liet Been able tego ónThe -
courts all winter.
However, the players have
kept their, eyes in shape as
they have been practicing in
the MSU Sports Arena for the
last three weeks and though
the surface is altogether
different, at least the hand-eye
coordina-tion isn't hampered.
Last year was not a banner
season_for MSU tennis but
Tom Lie did manage to come
up with a conference title,
winning the number six
singles.
Western Kentucky won the
title last season and Purcell
Lull sure who is favored this
year.
"It's really hard to say at very steady winner," Purcell
 this- point. Right -now, on said.
paper, it looks like East Roger Berthiaume, a
Tennessee and Middle Ten- sophomore from Montreal,
nessee will certainli be in the Will-be playing nuniber three.
top three or four. Both teams A returning letterman, he
return their lettermen. East played four and five last
Tennessee won 8-1 at Eastern season.
Kentucky last weekend. - "Roger's_the most improved__ to defend. his_ OVC-_obura-
"After that, I expect player on the squad. When he pionship. He finished with a
Western, Morehead, Eastern left last spring, he said he'd be 11-7 record last year and has
been chosen . as the team
calitain thiP -seison. -
"Tom made- tremendi
improvement 4ast season in
his game and he developed
much more, confidence and
on hand include- Kentiic4„, Norwegians - Murray: All and with--his-ifiereased self--became - the- winner that we
were encouraged to come to confidence and his im-
Murray by 'former -Racer provement, we feel he should
standout Arnie Knudsen, who have a much better season
starred for three seasons with than he had last year,"
the Racers. . • Purcell said.
Felix was the number one At number four is freshman
juniOr in Norway last seson. Jan Soegaard of Oslo,.
"We feel by .li per- Norway. Like his fellow
formance this fall in our countryman Ragnar Felix,
bälIxièinatcheS;ge Should- Boegalid-Wei one 'Of
be a very capable performer juniors in his nation a year
and we are quite fortunate to ago.
have recruited him," Purcell "Jan is a very steady
said. baseline, player who should
At number two is junior improve as the season
Chris Leonard of Festus, Mo. progresses and he could ac-
Highly-recruited out of high tually be the surprise plaY,er
school, he wanted to attend on our squad," Purcell said.
college close to home and At five will be Jeff Leeper of
chose Jefferson College where Paducah, a senior who will be
his brother was 'the tennis in his third year of varsity
coach. competition. List year,
"We feel we're fortunate to Leeper played at number
have him here after the three.
success he had in junior "We are ex Jeff to
college. We think that by the have an excellent ye nd if
middle of the season, after ' he continues at-the number
some topnotch competition in five position, he should be a
every match, he should be a definite winner during the
and us to all be in about the back and be-one of our top
samecategory," Purcelfsaid. three-for the opening cif the
Plzwing 'number one in the _season: .
singles this season is fresh- "Roger is very quick and
man Ragnar Felix of Oslo,.., he's finally learned to keep the
Nbrway. Felix is one of three 'ball in play from the baseline
.-PRO1 6 MI MURRAK, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Thursday, February 21, 1971
"Mm.
TO OPEN SEASON - The Murray State tennis teem will open its season Friday in the Eastern Kentucky Invitational Tournament.
Left to right are assistant coach Del Purcell, Jeff Leeper, Mike Costigen, Chris Leonard, Jon Soegaard, Ragnar Felix, Roger Ber-
thieume, Tom Lie, manager Steve Cooper and head coach Bennie Purcell.





Bennie Purcell had himself
a good recruiting year for his
tennis program at Murray
State University.
But rather than draw up an
easy schedule and come up
_ with .an impressiveirecord,
Purcell decided to give his
young squad the tougheft
schedule he could find.
• Pureeir diet a' 'Mit job- in
doing just that. And that tough
schedule will open this
weekend at the Eastern
Kentucky Invitational. Teams
How to get money out of
your_house without selling it
You simplY come to us
loan backed by your
Equity is the di
much your home is
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you




Real estate valuel are up. up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your pocket. .
(all us. We've got your loan.
Large Loans for homeowners.
Amount Monthly Months Total Of
Putanteel yment To Pay Payments APR•
$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 *10,164.60 12.68%
•Annual Percentage Rate









Tli• re got yoar loan
Up to $2.10a
4
season. He's very quick and a
solid competitor and he's one
of the few local tennis players
able to compete in major
cotege tennis," Purcell ad-
ded.
Tom Lie, a senior from
Oslo, returns at number six
expected him to be the two
previous. years. Being captain
and leader of this team, we
are expecting a victory from
him any time he takes the
courts this season," Purc_ell
added.
(jiving depth to the Racers
are Mike Costigan and Steve
Sticei.` COPfigan' is a fre'S -
man from Quincy, Illinois, and
was the sixth-ranked high
school player last year in the
Land of Lincoln.
Costigan is number seven.
-We feel fortunate to be able
to recruit Mike and we expect
him to make a lot Of im-
provements and be an out-
standing performer for us,"
Purcell said. Costigan will
team with Soegaard to play
the number three doubles.
Rounding out the squad,
Stacey is from Galesburg, Ill.,
and is a freshman. "He should
add depth to our squad and he
has"Dtayed the national junior
circuit in the summer and he
certainly has the potential to
become a winning OVC
player-," Purcell, added.
In the doubles, Tom Lie and
Ragnar Felix will play
number one while 'Chris
Leonard and Jeff Leeper play
two and of course, Soegaard
and Costigin will play at
three.
Murray will have home dual
matchei with such teams as
Iowa, Marquette, Indiana
State, Illinois State, Bradley,
Austin Peay, Western Ken-
.tucky,• and UK. Then of
course, later in the season, the
Racers will host a
quadrangular . in which
Memphis State will play. Then
it will be a father-son battle as
Bennie, the coach, watches
son, Mel, play for Memphis
State.
- -We feel this is the most
difficult schedule we've ever
had-We have 32 dual matches
and two tournaments. Om
paper, we're a young team
with four freshmen, a
sophomore, a junior and two
seniors," Purcell added.
Del Purcell, who finished his
eligibility last season-, is
helping his father coach.
Most of the home matches
wiil'begin'bt p. m.
Feb.24-26 - at Eastern Ky Tourney
March 10 - at Memphis State
March 11-SIU-F at Memphis
March 18- Iowa
March 21 - Marquette
March 24 - Indiana State
March 25 - Illinois State
March M - Bradley
March 30 - at Kentucky
April 1-2 - at SE MO Tourney
April 6 - at.Louisville
April 7 - at Western Kentucky
April lr Austin Peay
April 9 - SIU-E
April 10 - trrm
April 121- at Middle Tennessee
April 131- at Tennessee Tech
April 15 -Western Kentucky
April is- stmcr
April 20 - Kentucky
April 21-22 - Louisville, Tech & Fort
Campbell
April 24 -at AustinXeay
April 36-at UTAI
April 3629 - Memphis, Middle & Kastern
lay
,
 5-6 - OVC Tow-ney at Middle




WASHINGTON (AP) — The
public Congressional hearings
into intercollegiate athletics
beginning next week will
center on the enforcement
practices .of the National
Collegiate Athletie
Association but most likely
will expand to include a probe
of the entire organization.
The House subcommittee on
oversight and investigation,
under the chairmanship of
Rep. John MoSs,' D-Calif.,
began its study last fall
shortly after the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas, was
penalized by the .NCAA for
alleged illegal practices.
Thepublic, hearings are
expected to continue through
March and April as the
committee attempts to decide
whether the NCAA violates
antitrust laws, whether
penalties assessed against
member colleges — and their
coaches And athletes — are
fair and whether the
association provides due
process in its investigations
and penalties.
The. NCAA.,_ the major




out of a meeting in 1996 bet- ihrector,
ween a small group of c011eges The governing body and
and President Theodore
Roosevelt for the purpose of
reforming the rules of
football.
The NCAA has 844 mem-
_ bers, of which 736 are
educational institutions, in-
cluding 718 fouryear colleges
Or universities. Most of the
others are athletic con.:
fprences.
NCAA member institutions
own athletic facilities valued
at more than $5 billion, ac-
cordingto projected published
figures. They employ tens of




The NCAA policy is for-
mulated by a number of
committees that meet
throughout the year.
Legislation is enacted at the
annual convention, generally
held in January — the last was
held a month ago in-Atlanta. A
number of ongoing-services in
support of the goals voted by
the members are provided by
a full-time NCAA staff of
about 65, headquartered in
Shawnee Mission, Kan., with
Byers as executive
Mel Purcell To Play In
Pro Tourney At Memphis
Mel Purcell will make his unofficial professional debut
Friday in Memphis.,-----
The 8200,000 National Indoor Championships will be held
next week in Memphis. There will be 28 of the top players in
the world and four spots will be filled by players who advance
from a qualifying tournament which Purcell will play in
Friday.
Purcell won a qualifying tournament just to qualify for
Friday's qualifying tournament. In tommorrow's tourney,
there will be a draw of 32 and to reach the main tournament
- draw against Jimmy. Connors and' the others, Purcell will
have to win three Matches in the qualifying tourney.
Among some of the players who are in the qualifying tour-
' -hey with Mired' are pros such as Cliff Drysdale, Toni- Okker,
Marty Ftiessen, Peter Fleming, Frew McMillen,-Bob Hewitt,
Butch Watts and Nick Saviano.
final authority of the NCAA is
its annual convention, at
which each of the 718 active
members and 67 allied
members are entitled to one
voting delegate.
The 18-member NCAA
Council, elected at the con-
vention, is responsible for
general policy between
conventions.
Among its various duties,
the NCAA is responsible for
interpretation and en-
forcement of legislation
enacted by the membership.
Thirty years ago, the
membeiship passed a "sanity
code'', and shr years later
created what- nolv is thi en-
forcement division, respon-




before the committee on in-
fractions and the NCAA
Council, the adjudicating and
appellate bodies.
The enforcement staff of 12
now includes eight. full-time
enforcement representatives.
Six haabeen.added since 1974
in an effort to beef up and sped
up the enforcement process,
an& see that it is applied
evenly.
"It's conceivable that some
violations previously were not
investigated until _ they
became-So- oTd" k -didn't seem
productive to investigate,"
said Tom Hansen, an NCAA
acsistant executive director.
"Now, I think everyone feels





culled from tips, reports by
individuals and institutions,
newspaper. and magazine
articles, spinoffs from -other
investigations and various
'ether fources.-If ft decides in
„official inquiry is warranted,_
the -institution involved is
Pi:01161G
SUPPLIES
Everything from bathroom fixtures to pipes










notified end . asked to
cooperate in a full in-
vestigation.
The staff investigates and
prosecutes during a hearing
before the five-man Com-
mittee on Infractions, which
rules on each charge and
imposer the sanctions- it
deems appropriate. The
NCAA Council hears appeals
and may accept the
committee's findings and
penalties or alter either or
both.
In most cases the council
upholds the Committee on
Infractions, which currently
includes chairman Arthur
Reznolds, dean of the
graduate 'school- 'at-.. the"
University of , Northern
Colorado; Dr. John Sawyer,
professor of mathematics and
computer science at Wake
Forest University; Henry
Cross, professor at law at the
University of Texas, William
Matthews Jr., professor of law
at the University of Kentucky
and Charles Alan Wright,
professor of- law at the
University of Texas.
The NCAA has been taken to
court, numerous times —
sometimes bY-'
other times by member in-
stitutions — in cases arising
from recruiting and eligibility
infractions. It has lost
frequently in local courts, but
never- has lost in the final
, determination of a ease in-
volving recruiting violations
or illegal payments to athletes
—a record the NCAA is ex-
tremely proud of and' which it




KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The
California Angels were hit
with a $5,0001ine by Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn for
tampering with Kansas City
Manager_ Whitey ,Ifergo_g;
Neither the Angels nor the
commissioner's officer would
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Well Pumps & Pump Tanks
In Stock
Why Such a Large Inventory??
We Want YOUR Business!!
Murray Supply Co., Inc.
208 E. Moen, Murray, Phone 753-3361
-46
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Standing On
. The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor '
Austin Peay Safe Regardless
Get out the plaster of pans again. But, what the heck, a
man is entitled to pat himself on the back every now and
then.
In January, before the first OVC game was played, here
was my predicted order of finish for the league race: East
Tennessee, Middle Tennessee, Austin Peay, Eastern Ken-
tucky, Western Kentucky, Murray State, Tennessee Tech
and Morehead.
Right now, here's the way they stand: Middle is 10-3, East
Tennessee is 9-3 and may as well be 10-3 since they have a
home makeup game with Morehead Monday; Western Ken-
tucky is 8-5, Austin Peay is 8-5 and Eastern Kentucky is 74.
The top four teams go to the post-season tourney in
Bowling Green. Eliminated from the tourney are Tech 8-7,-
Murray 3-10 and Morehead 0-12.
Here's the schedule for Saturday: Middle is at Western,
East Tennessee is at Tech, Austin Peay is at Murray and
Eastern hosts Morehead. Now for the absolute trip in in-
sanity:-
If Middle wins at Western Saturday and goes to 11-3 and
East Tennessee wins its last two games, Middle is the
champion sffice they swept the Bucs in regular season play.
If Murray then knocks off Austin Peay after Middle defeats
Western, then that would leave Austin Peay, Western Ken-
tucky and Eastern Kentucky all tied with 8-6 records.
Eastern will undoubtedly finish 8-6 since they can not lose to
Morehead.
If those three teams end up in a tie, Western can kiss it
goodbye. Eastern Kentucky .hlis -twice defeated Westerii"
and that would knock the Hilltoppers into the fifth spot.
Austin Peay, even if they lose to Murray, would find a s
spot in the tourney with their 8-6 record. Of course, if
Western does beat Middle and Austin Peay wins at Murray,
then both teams go to 9-5 and of course, FastPrri drops out of
the picture, since the best they can finish is 8-6.
If Austin Peay loses and winds up 8-6 and Western wins,
that would leave The Peay and Eastern tied for the last
spot. If that happens, then Austin Peay goes because East
Tennessee and Middle both swept Eastern Kentucky. Peay
and EsistPrn split, therefore you start at the top and take the
records against those teams.
Of course if Austin Peay wins and Western rosés toMid-
dle, then Western is 8-6 and tied with Eastern but out
because of their two lossPs to Eastern
So if you are from Eastern, then you are hoping that Mid-
dle defeats Western and the Murray-Austin Peay game
means nothing to you. If you are from Western, then the
only game that counts is the Western-Middle game.
If you're from Murray, Morehead or Tech, all you can do
is wait tritil next year._ _ — _ _
Go To Game
Normally, we do not turn Into a cheerleader in this
column. However, today we put on the skirt.
Okay. There were 3,500 people for the Murray-Western
game Monday. Fine. We're in a losing season and we can
understand some people who decided not to come to the
game for various reasons.
But remember. This team has lost eight games by a total
of 16 points. If they'd won those eight games by 16 points,
you couldn't find a place to sit in the MSU Sports Arena.
Saturday, Mike Muff, Danny Jarrett, Skeeter Wilson and
Jimmy Warren will all play their final home games and of
course, Fred Overton will bid farewell to coaching. It will
be a good game and it will be close, one way or the other.
So let's have a capacity crowd and make some noise
Saturday night and help send this fine group of young men
and Overton out as winners.
New Racer Coach?
Owls.
Everywhere, on the streets, at the ballgames and in
restaurants. Who, who, who.
Who is going to be the new basketball coach, who is going
to be the new athletic director?...
Well, we have some inside information about the
basketball coaching job and we'll pass it along.
We have a list of some people who have applied at Murray
State and we think there will be some surprises.
—Wilt Chamberlain. The*Stilt is wanting to get back into
basketball and he's quite capable of being a coach.
However, he was turned down. He could not coach in the
OVC because undoubtedly, official Burrell Crowell would.__
look at the Racer bench, think Wilt was standing up
protesting a call and of course, Wilt would be whistled for a
technical while he was sitting peacefully on the bench.
—Woody Hayes. Woody was extremely interested in
becoming the basketball coach, saying it would be quite a
challenge but he's ready to move indoors for a new sport
because the Ohio weather in the fall is beginning to get to
him. Woody was turned down. There just aren't enough
photographer.s at the MSU games, thus Woody would lack
-CO*:
s-polly Parton. Dollxyas turned down because.Worie of
-the players would want to leave the huddle.
—Bert Lance. Old Bert said he thought he could turn the
program into a real big-time venture and he wanted to be
both coach and athletic director. Bert said he would in-
crease the budgets of all programs ten-fold. However, the
university was fearful of probation from the NCAA and
bankruptcy.
Carter. Billy was alsp turned down for fear he
might spike the water cooler. In addition, Billy said he was
planning to throw away the chairs and the players would sit
on Coke cases. _
—Johnny Carson. Fitting in the Fred Overton tradition of
, being a sharp dresser, Johnny all but had the job locked up.
--However, he refused to work on Mondays and since the
Racers play their league games that evening, Johnny will
_bavelp stick with the monologues. -
—Howard Cosell. Howard said he would take the job only
if Muhammad Ali could be added to the staff as an
assistant. And with Howard blabbing away at the officials,
All might be needed on the bench. Howard was turned down
_because he wanted to broadcast the games from the bench
'In addition to coaching. -
Hugh Hefner. Hugh said he could increase the attendance
in one night. However, Hugh said he would bring his own
cheerleaders, thus he was turned down too.
Spinks Loose And Easy
In New York Interview
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
'NEW YORK ( AP) The
black gunfighter's hat was
enough todraw stares when he
walked through the lobby of a
midtown hotel. But there were
also tentative glances of
recognition for the new
heavyweight champion of the
world.
Leon Spinks was in the big
town, a town where Muham-
mad All twice said: "I can
walk down the street and
cause a traffic jam."
It was a week ago today that
Leon Spinks awoke as the
heavyweight champion of the
world, conqueror of "The
Greatest" and he says now "I
haven't really gotten into it. I
still got a lot of things to
jearn.7. „
-1.8ut the 24-year-old veteran
of eight pro fights indicated
that he has a winning attitude
as he approaches a job _that
could be much, much tougher
than beating Ali in the
ring...battling the endless
comparisons that will be made
between him and All, possibly
the toughest act in the world to





If you essed the Hand° GL-1000 you were almost' right. It gets
%40 mpg' If yo uessed the new Rabbit Diesel, you get a perfect score
According to EP stimates it gets 52 mpg on the highway and 39 in
the city with a stan d transmission. Mileage may vary depgnding on
how and where yo y driDe, optional equipment and your cars condition..
The new Rabbit Diesel
VOLKSWAGEN DOES IT AGAIN
lbulted SwF* Neu 1411•111
Carroll VW-AudiInc.
NO Chestnut • Mumy, Ky.
,
seen its last curtain yet.
Spinks' approach is Much
more subdued than - his
clothes: "Try to understand
me and you'll like me."
He was loose Wednesday
night during an interview for
which he wore all black plus
two false teeth that plugged
the now-famous gapped tooth
grin that can spell malice as
well as friendship.
"The whole world seen it,".
Spinks said of his stunning
victory. He had nothing more
to say about .
But of the responsibility that
victory assigned to him, he
said: -New things are hap-
pening now that I have to




become brisk for the man
from a St, Louis housing
project who warned the world
with a devastating march to
the Olympic light
heavyW2ight championship in
1976, then still caught it off
guard by beating All.
He got 3300,000 for becoming
heavyweight champion. Pea-
nuts. The real gold is still to
come. Figures for an Ali
rematch are being put at $5
million apiece.
All, 'who has talked much
more since his loss than
before, has a rematch very
much on his mind. "It's
almost certain that I'll be
fighting Spinks in three
months," the ex-champ said
Wednesday in London. Ali
mentioned Madison Square
Garden.
"No way," Butch Lewis,
vice president of Top Rank,
Inc., said of the Garden as a
site for the rematch. Lewis
also said that he felt Spinks
would fight in May but against
someone other than Ali, with
Ali coming later, probably in
September.
This posture is sure to lead
to a squabble since the World
Boxing Council has said
Spinks has agreed to fight Ken
Norton by July 7 or be stripped
of the title. The WBC stance
apparently does not bother
Top Rank, which has the
rights to promote Spinks' next
three fights, with the option
for three more.
FOOTBALL
SAN FRANCISCO — Larry
Lawrence, a former Oakland
Raiders quarterback, filed a
hal suit Thursday against the
Saturday Evening Post,
asking in excess of $500,000.
The suit contends a March
6 1977 article included false
statements about his football
career which ridiculed 111-111
and •."greatly injured his
reputation." 
Defending 'State Champ Has
Tou h Road, State Drawing Held
LONDON, KY. (AP) • —
Laurel County, defending
state Girls High School
Basketball Tournament
champion, drew the tough
Sixth Region as the girls'
tournament was bracketed
here Wednesday.






Region battle is scheduled to
take place at 2:30 p.m. March _
16. The tournament will be
played March 15-18 at Easterit
Kentucky University in Rich-.
mond:
The 14th Region, whose
representative is likely to be
Breathitt County, drew op-
posite the Second Region,
where Madisonville is figured
to be crowned champion. The
14th and Second will clash at 9
p.m. March 15.
The Seventh Region, where
Mercy Academy is a strong
contender along with Sacred
Heart and Assumption, will
meet the best of the Ilth
Region at 9 p.m. March 16.
Lexington Lafayette is
presently considered the
strength of the 11th.
In other first-round action,
the First and Fourth regions
will tangle at 1 p.m. March 15
and the Third and Eighth at
2:30 that afternoon. The
champions of . the Fifth and
16th regions clash at 7:30 p.m.
March 15.
On March 16, the 15th and
10th regions clash at 1 p.m.
The title holders from the 13th
and Ninth regions meet at 7:30
p.m. March 16.
TENNIS
DENVER ,-- Nick $avano
defeated Swiss newcomer
Heinz Gunthart 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 in
the second round of a $125,000
men's tennis tournament.
die Maek
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O'Koren And Ford May Not Be
Able To Play Last Two Games
Oy KIN RAPPOPORT
AP Sport's Writer
The North Carolina Tar
heels seenr to have a power
shortage just when they need
spark.
Playing tonight against
North Carolina State and then
again Saturday against Duke,
injuries have short-circuited
the, nation's eighth-rank&
team in the indst crucial part
.uf . their ,Ailantir Iraq Con-
ference schedule.
They have already lost
- starting center Rich Yonaker
.to injury and backup center
(lei( Crompton to ineligibility.
Now forward Mike O'Koren is
-extremely doubtful" for the
last tweAgames_ef the-regular--
-season arid Phil -114,7rdis
"Thts would be a very
difficult game even if we had
all our players healthy," says
North Carolina Coach Dean
Smith as he looks forward
with apprehension to tonight's
game' with North Carolina
State. "We had everyone for
our first two games with State
and both were close_ Now_ we
have to_play at Raleigh, where
we lost last year."
Ford, North- Carolinas-
sparkplug all season, hurt his
wrist in a game with Virginia
last weekend. But it. is the loss
of people like Yonaker and
O'Koren that wilj,, especially
hurt the Tar Heels, point -% did
Basketball. Predictions
height's Samos
CALLOWAY COUNTYat Livingston Central by four
•
( MURRAY LEDGER 54 TLMES )
-The biggeet game of the • e
week for North Carolina, Yankee Owner Says
• 
His
however, will be played in
Chapel Hill on 0,Saturday. No
/matter what the Tar Heels do
tonight, they must beat Duke
to win the ACC's regular- By FRED ROTHENBERG him the credit that is due
season title. AP Sports Writer instead of trying to-undermine
-Duke made that cir- NEW YORK(AP) — A bloc the office," said Steinbrenner.
cumstartee- a reality by - of baseball owners is working • There is disagreement over
beating Clemson 78-62 . Wesh slowly behind the scenes to how many more negative
nesday night. -- - " • send Commissioner Bowie votes would be needed to fire
Elsewhere, -No: 7 Depaul Kuhn back into the full-time Kuhn. Some owners say five
whipped.. _..the__ Air" Foree. „practice-of-lay& . -----•-•_- — moreanti-Kuhanymer&would
.Academy 54-41; No. 16 Detroit_ -_ • An Associated Press survey produce a simple -majority of
walloped Si Francis (Pa.) indicates that nine of the 26 14 ( out 01 26 clubs), tipping the
121-89; 17th-ranked Syracuse owners today would vote in a balance against the corn-
edged Niagara 7009 and No. secret ballot-to fire Kuhn, who missioner. Since there is no
18 Georgetown nipped George has five years remaining on a procedure for dismissal,
Washington 78-77 in overtime. • seven-year term. • But one however, other owners con-
- . Center Dave Corzine scored owner who was identified as tend the rules for renewing the
` —1-8-po1nts-artdWonsette-11-- --being-against. Kahn. said his r°"IgsiaPees-ohkaa•-ranat -
to•-,powar.D. _ epauf over my.- team. was standing firmly in _apply- _ .. , ...- ,_ . ....
'. ; Force. The victory was the the commissioner s corner.
e. lobbying-- 10th straight for the Blue Th private
Demons and-their 23rd in 25
Heath at HICKMAN COUNTY by three
Friday's Gams
Lyon County at BALLARD MEMORIAL by ;10
Metall= County at CALLOWAYCIAINTY by seven
Carlisle County at LONE OAK by 15
Farmington at SEDAL/A by 12
HEATH at Fulton Cityby
Fulton County at MURICAY by four
LOWES at Reidlandbrtwo.  ---
Marshall County at TRIGG COUNTY by two
Mayfield at CHRISTIAN COUNTY by five -
TILGHMAN at Hopkinsville by four
Season Record: 111-37
games-this season.
John Long scored 29 points
and grabbed eight rebounds
and Terry Tyler contributed
24 points- and- 11 •retorundS as -
Detroit defeated St. Francis,
Marty Byrnes hit a layup
with 18 seconds left to lead
Syracuse over Niagara.
Ttoosevelt note* otnelted a
jump shot attempt by Carry .
Jordan with-five-seeonds left--
to end Niagara's hopes for an
upset.
Club 'Not After Kuhn
Finley, the biggest thornin
against Kuhn hasn't reached Kulm's side, Kis been calling
Trailblazer Bench Key
By The Associated Press ,
The Washington Bulletshad 
Portlaridrs Bill Walton and
Maurice Lucas in foul trouble
and were up by 12 points'. -
So you can forgive
Wasington Coach Dick Motta..
if he Seems especially
dejected by Portland's 105-97
National Basketball
Association victory.
• -"Portland's bench was the
_ differ eace.."_ _Matta moaned.
"When Walton and Lucas got
in foul trouble, they had
someone else totall on. That's
why they're on top." _
Owens w ame off the bench
It was 1 rol Neal and Tom
Wednesday night, combining
,for 27 polets and,leacling the
Blazers to their come-from-
behind-victory.
-Our reserves won this for
us," Coach Jack Ramsay
the roll call stage yet 
..forih..r.mmi es ecinne nnefor agreed. "Our regulars were, but
owner Brad Corbett of Texas sluggish and weren't getting
the job done, but our benchis known to have approached
several of his colleagues about came through again."
Neel scored 16 Of hi& 19dumping the commicsioner.
points in the second- half asCorbett had Kuhn's head in
his hands three years age ina Portland overcame a 70-58
deficit to -win - going away. •meeting in 'Milwaukee when
Johnny Davis also came offthe commissioner's contract
up for renewal. The the heneh in score 14 points for- 
Rangers' owner, was one of the Trail Blazers.
other NBA games
Wednesday, Atlanta downed
Phoenix 107-95, New, Orleans
Americin pm-engineered all steel buildings, any
siz , shape or height. All types conventional con-
ruction block, bar joist etc.
Also water & sewer line construction, and






four._ American - League
executives aligned -against
Kuhn at the time, enough
opposition to make him one-
term Bowie. -
But in an Ilth-hour gambit,
,Los_Angelea. ,gwner Wetter,
Cr-Wall:el" c1M.Vinad Corbett
and New York Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner tb
change their votes. --
The othernarsayers 1n4975
were *mei atm • Leaguers soliciflawshm cltc.ulates1 lb all
-Charlie Finley of OaklanS and the owners and .general
Jerrold Hoff berger managers transcripts of • theof
Blue hearingoCincirmati pressBaltimore. Ray Kroc of San
Diego was adamant to his releases on the subject and
opposition, but was coaxed to Howsams opinions. 
changehis National- League
frifite--- tfie141ft miffili.-ETir the tIiiit& IS
sake of unanimity. assuming too much control of
Contacts— with several--°W _private business," said
Kroc. "I agree with theownership sources have
provided a list &at least nine
mphisilsoiosnoeprhy to 
of-
fMathintae incoarnb-owners who are opposed to
solute integrity in the game.Kuhn today. They are Finley,.
Corbett, Hoffberger, Stein, -Bat- 1-think- Ile -has gone for
brenner and Kroc — the same
owners in opposition in IV75 - -Almajority -of the -owners do
plus four more: Gene Autry of support the commissioner,
California, Bill Veeck of the including Peter Bavasi,
Chicago White Sox, Ted president and , general
Ttmer of Atlanta and Bob manager of the Toronto' Blue 
Jays"_ I think eitherHowsam of-Cincinnati.
But Steinbrenner- asserted . dismissing the conunissioner
on buying out his contractirk. a statement the Yankees
would have "absolutely no would be unconscionable and
part" in any "Dump Kuhn" unwise," he said.
plan-. •
"No one in baseball has
beee-penalited-rnere;--witn-the-
possible exception of Charlie
Finley, than we have ... I
certainly don't agree with
*very-decision-the maumakes -
and there may be differences
in our philosophies on some
things, ut he has one of the
toughe4- jobs in the world,
trying to keep peace among 26
of the most cantankerous
individuals in-the-world.-and
he has done a pretty damn
good yob. .
"He has- given stature and
strength to • the 'office of
commissioner and, it is abOut
time more owners stood up
and supported him and gave
for some time. Wednesday, he
was happy to do it again.
"I'd stand on top of the
Sears Tower — the lafgest
building in the Woad 7—
waving a sign, 'Fire Bowie!'"
- Finley says Kuhn's in-
terventions " in Oakland
operations have ruined hin) 
financially and forced him to
try and sell his troubled club_
In 1976, Klihn canceled
Finley's $3.5 million sale of
three °this top players, saying
the deals were not in the "best
interests of baseball." Last
month, Kuhn voided Finley's
trade of piteherNidirlilluela
Cincinhati. • " -
With his 'latest decision, ,
Kuhn appareutly lost the
slippert of Howsem,..A. source
defeated Golden State 116-91,
Seattle stopped New Jersey
94-83, Detroit held off Houston
119-108, Kansas City edged Los.
Angeles 127-122 in overtime
and Indiana ' squeezed by
Denver 99-96.
Kings 127, Lakers 122
Five points by Scott Wed--
man in overtime paced _
Kansas, City-ta„.-victorY-- The
Lakers' Kareem Abdul-
Jibbar_bad sent the game into
the extra sessioiewhen he-hit
two free throws with no time
remaining on the clock.
Pacers 99, Nuggets 96 - -
Ron Behagen scored 21
points,,including 11 in thelinal
quarter, as Indiana overcame
a 411-point performance by 
_Denver's Dan Issel and edged
the Nuggets. Issel had the ball
stolen from him by Indiana's.
Ricky Sobers with 16 seconds'
remaining- in the -game and-
Denver trailing by just two
points.
Jazz 116, Warriors 91 _
Center Rich Kelley scored
27 peintS and -grabbed 21




18 rebounds for the Jazz.
Hawks 107, Suns 93
John Drew pumped in 34
points and held Phoenix rookie -
Walter Davis to 16-- points,/
eight below his average, as
Atlanta topped the Suns. The
Hawks outscored Phoenix 29-
18 in the third quarter and the
game was never close after
that.
Pistons 119, Rockets 108
A fourth-period surge, led
by Bob Lanier and Chris Ford,
enabled Detroit to hold off
Houston. Fordscored 12 points
and Lanier 11 in the final
period to help stave _off a
Rockets' rally.
Soaks 94, Nets 83
Gus scored 31
-points and added 10 steals to
lead Seattle past New ,Jersey.
Williams scored 19 of his.
points in the second half, in-
n-Kling 0 straight in the
fourth quarter.
Enter Meet
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) —
A record 78 colleges have
entered the 57th Inter-
collegiate IC '4A Weer tract
and field championships at
Princeton's Jadwin Gym,
March 4-5, meet director Art
_Fa Intern said Wednesday. 
Farnham said 1,176 athletes •
have been nominated for tht
15 events for the Saturday and
Sunday afternoon meet.
(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.'00
Have you had your
card punched
this week??




Moigan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
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Alcohol, Drug Abase, and
Mental Health Administration_ -
Education, and Welfare
Using Self-Help Groups
You _have a specific per-
sonal problem that's affecting
your work and home Life and
have decided tO seek outside
help, Should you make an ap-
pointment with a professional
counselor? Or should you en-
roll in a self-help group with
other people who share your
problem?
A recent study funded -by
the National Institute of
Mental Health foresees a ,day-
when you won't have to be
faced with such a clear-cut
decision. Dr. Leon Levy and
his -research team at Indiana
University observed more
than 20 local self-help. greups
to explore the possibilities of -
coordinating self,help--aint pro-
fessional efforK in a- cornpre;--
.hensive mental health -delivery- -
system.
The Indiana team was care-
ful to review a variets of self-
help organizations: Alcoholics
Anonymous, Parents Without
Partners, and a gay liberation
society. In each shady, re-
searchers interviewed mem-
bers at length and. regularly
attended group meetings. _
They discovered that every
group was formed because its
members ithare.41 a particular
prafilem 
_ The team did fini that self-
helpers, like psychiatrists, seek
a frame of reference to un-
derstand a problem and try to
took at the problem from
many different angles to reach
a. solution.
But self-help groups are
unique, For their warm and,
accepting environments. As
"They- rarely
use confrontation or attack
methods, but rely chiefly on
Ori- ftiositiv't -reinforCernent.-
- Les- V-, believes That- self: -
helpers and professionlls can
and - should - learn - much from
each other. He was encour-
aged by the fact that the self-
help groups in his -study were
willing to aCcept professional
advice._ In one instance, an •
organizational 'handbook was
written for i group sinich
requested special help from
the research team.
And) even though a _nation-
wide survey of ZO riiental
health agencies showed less
openness on- the part, of pro-
fessionals,- the agencies were -
positive about the effective-
ness of self-help groups. They
were unsure, however, about
how to integrate their own
efforts and self-help activities
Levy catted for—efforts to






act opera, will be heard on
WKMS-FM at Murray State
University at 1 m. Saturday,
Feb. 25, as the 13th presen-
tation of the season on the
Texaco-Metropolitan Opera
Network.
Singing principal roles will
be mezzo soprano Mignon
Dunn as Marina, bass Martti
Talvela as Boris, tenor
Wieslaw Ochman as Dimitri,
tenor Robert Nagy as Prince
Shuisky, bass-baritone Morley
Meredith in the role of
Rangoni, bass Paul Plishka as
Pimen, bass Feinando Corena
as Varlaam, and tenor Andrea
Yells as the Simpleton.
Kazimierz Kord will con-
duct.
During the first in-
termission, "Opera News on
the Air," the noted
musicologist Boris Goldovsky
will offer a musical and
dramatic analysis of "Boris
Godunov." A panel of opera
experts will face quizmaster
Edward Downes on Texaco's
Opera Quiz during the second
intermission.
111=11=111111m1m1INIMINW
. MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who base nm
received tbefr beem-dellvered
espy of The fienay Wpm
Times by 5:30 p.m. Mends,-
Friday or by 3:30 p. us. en Saw-
days sr* stied to eel 763-1416
between SiTS p. and 6 p.m.,
Illealey-fridoy, 3:111 p.m.
ad 4 p. Seterdnys, to Imre
delivery .0th. Newspaper. Cis
must be pieced by 6 p.m. wick-
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COOKING CORNER
You Ain't Seen (Or Tasted) Nothin' Yet
The members of the menu
committee, chaired by Mrs
Libby Hart of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre have met with
Suzanne Holschaw, the new
innkeeper at the Murray
fjoliday Inn, and he come
up with an exciting dinner for
those participating in the
Theatre's first anniversary
Fund Raising Party March 2,
3, and 4 at 7:00 p.m. The
. committee members who
include, Mrs. B. J. Serrill,-
Mrs. John O'Brien, Mrs. John
Quertermous and Mrs.
Howard Titsworth with Ms.
Hold a W --tirin ging their
favorite recipes, cookbooks
and ideas. Then, coordinating
these ideas, with the talents of
her staff and the practical
demands of serving a large
crowd three nights in a row,
they have come tip with what—
promises to be a memorable
' meal. The committee
members are generously
sharing their recipes with our
readers.
The dinner-theatr.e-program
is a special fund raising event
for the Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre, which in
_one short yearhas managed to
accomplish a great deal. The
goals of the group are 16 in-
clude programs for adults,
children and families. They
are striving to combine
education with entertainment
and have been -utilizing a
-variety of facilities in order to
match the program to the
locale.
Among the places used have
• been the new .city park, the
bid railroad depot, the. public
library and of course various
city and county schools.
The menu committee
members feel that the theatre
has- been able to frow and
develop so quickly and ac-
complish so much in only one
year because of-lhelitalefitei
and enthusiastic director,
Richard Valentine. Also, the.
' group _ has a winning com-
bination in organization. They
feel that their secret is that
various committees are large ,•
with strong and able chair-
men.
The various committees are
all under the guidence of




gives unstintingly of her time
and talents.
The tickets for this dinner
and "You Ain't Seen Nothin'
Yet", a smorgasbord of
Vaudeville's most beloved and
classic sketches presenjed
after dinner, ar moving
briskly. The tickets are $9.50
per person, of which $5 is a tax
deductable.contribution Which
will go to help underwrite the
• group educational programs
in the schools and encourage
the group to find a perminent
home in the community.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bartlett
are eo-ehairmen of this event.
They report reservations will
close on March 1. Reser-
vations may be made by
calling 759-1752. This phone is
being manned by volunteer's
on ,Betty. ,Brockway'sr com-
mittee in the . office space
furnished the group in city
hall.
The menu committee invites
all our readers to come to
their anniversary party at the
Holiday Inn for a night of
great food and unforastable
entertainment. As an extra
bonus they are divulging their
recipes for you to duplicate at
home.
SALAD — A mixture of
(=rime Lettuce, fresh
Spinach, grapefruit sections,









2 c. light salad oil, not olive oil
3 T. poppy seeds
Makes 31/2cups.
Mix sugar, mustard, salt and
vinegar. Add onion juice and
'Stir it thoroughly. Add oil
slowly, beating constantly and
continue to beat until thick.
Add poppy seeds and beat for
a few minutes. Store in a cool
place or the refrigerator, but
not near the freezing coil.
It is easier and better to make
with an electric mixer or
blender, using medium speed,
but if your endurance is good
you may make it by hand with
a rotary beater. The onion
juice is obrained by grating a
large white- onion on the fine
side of a grater, or by putting
in an electric blender, then
straining: If the di-eating
seperates, pour off the clear
part and start all over, adding
pcIppy-seed mixture slowly,
but it will not separate unless
it becomes too cold or too hot.





6 whole chickens breasts
',=2 lb. thin sliced ham
1/21b. thin sliced Swiss cheese
1 stick butter
1 c. bread crumbs
1 t. salt
- Its pepper.-- - —
1 t. paprika -
6 T. sherry
Serves 6
Bone, • or have butcher,
remove center bone from
chicken breast.t.'Open breast-4
under ribs to make a pocket.
Place 1 slice ham and 1 slice
cheese in each pocket. Roll up
and secure with toothpicks.
Melt butter in pie plate. Mix
crumbs, salt, peper and
paprika in second plate. Roll
chiCken 'In butter, then
crumbs. Place in buttered
baking dish and refrigerate
for several hours. Add 1 T.
Sherri on each breast then
bake uncovered in 400 degree





Halve 6 ripe tomatoes and
sprinkle each half lightyl with
salt, pepper, and a few grains
of cayenne. Top the tomatoes
with fine clip' bread crumbs or
With crumbs mixed with
chopped tarragon. Dot with
bits of butter and broil the
tomatves 3 inches from the
flame for about 6 minutes or
until the crumbs are brown
and the tomatoes hot. Arrange
them on a platter and sprinkle




1 pk. frozen chopped spinach,




1/2 stick grated Cheddar
cheese
Cook vegetable, drain well;
mix with lemon juice, garlic
salt, butter and cheese. Heat






3-4 c shortening Crisco
I c. boiling .water
2 eggs
FOR ABOUT THE COST
OF A POUND OF BACCIN,
YOU CAN CHEW THE FAi
MR 10 WHOLE MINUTES.
BY LONG DISTANCE.
/11
Gh• 7e friMcf-or,loved one a thousimcf miles away a-taste of your voice. Just .
dial the 17 way and talk for ten minutes for only $1.50 plus tax. Anytime
Saturday; Sunday till 5PM; or any night between 11PM and 8 AM. These
are the cheapest times to call.
Call often. People need more than
tine kind of nourishment.
South Central Bell
Long distance.
What else is so nice frw the price?
L ( Y.—PI-us rates do no apply to Zero-Plus dialed lung dis
tance calls Low One-Plus rates do apply to
Sal ,00-to-stat,on calls you dial yourself talk to anyone who answ
ers and bill to the telephone you are Laing.
^Ion station-to-station calls placed with an opera
tor wihere long distance dial facilities are not available.
One-Plus rates clone,* apply to ooerator-assrsted calls such a
s person-t coin. credit card.. .





1 c. ice water
2 yeast cakes dissolved in 1/2 c.
luke - warm water
7 c. all purpose flour, enough
to make a medium stiff dough.
Melt the Crisco in the boiling
water. Mix the eggs, sugar,
salt and ice water in mixer.
Add remaining ingredients-
together and_ refrigerate 
overnight.
Knead dough and make into
tolls the size and ehape of your
choice. Put' in greased pans.
Let rise until double in bulk.
Bake in 375 degree oven for 20
minutes or until golden brown.
MtLHóWitdT1tsworth'i
TOFFEE DELIGHT
Blum's Pastry Shell 1 shell
c. chopped walnuts
1 t. vanilla -
1 T. *liter
Mix all the ingredients
together and press into a 9"
pie plate. Bake 15 minutes in a
moderate oven. Cool and fill.
Toffee Filling - enougbt for 2
pies
12 (1 1.8 oz. size) Taffee candy
bars, frozen
I qt. coffee ice cream, eoi
tened
4 t. Kahlua (coffee liquer)
-1 pt. whipping cream
Grate frozen toffee bars in
blender. Blend ice cream with
2 t. liqueur. Divide ice cream
and place in _cru,sts. Refreeze.
Whip cream adding remaining
2.t. of coffee liqueur, fold in
ground toffee bars. Divide
12 pk. pie .crust_ mix cream mixture and cover
tr• c. light brown sugar, well frozen pies. Refreeze pies.
packed Thaw slightly before, serving.
4 
DINNER THEATRE PREPARATION-Richard Valentine, director of Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre, goes over the menu for a dinner theatre set Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, Mardt2, 3 and 4. Mrs. Libby Hart, menu committee chairmtn sits
in the middle, and Mrs. Larry Bartlett, dinner theatre chairman, sits to the right












The surLstill shines bright .on our state, famed for its
natural beauty, but unsightly litter is polluting our
lovely scenery. Of course, people cause litter Which
makes litter a people problem, and you can help solve
this problem: Place litter in the proper receptacles
and make others around you conscious of proper
litter disposal. But there is something else just as
vital you can do. You can urge your state legislative
representative to vote Yes for the proposed Kentucky
Litter and Beautification Act, House Bill 253.
How will this act help control litter?
• If enacted as la‘', House Bill 253 will provide
funds for an all-out attack on litter from many fronts:
It will provide funds for the State Department of
Natural Resources to coordinate an affirmative anti-
litter campaign. This department will seek professional
advice on available technology7operating procedures,
organVational arrangements._ markets for recycled
materials, and transportation alternatives.
• This department will institute a major public educa-
tion program designed to change and improve on
littering habits. A Youth Corps will be set up which
will provide jobs for youth on a seasonal and/or part-
time basis.
• Litter bags will be distributed to the owners of high-
way vehicles and water craft at the time and place of
hcense renewal.
• Jrtf/form and reasonable, littering fines, with a $25
minimum, will be strictly-enforced.'
•Litter receptacles will be placed throughout the state
+f-apy state-operated or-privately owned facility sew-.
in the public; for example, restaurants, parking lots,
boat docks, parks, and service stations.
•Existing recycling centers and nevi* source separa-
tion programs will be expanded, and in many commun-
ities new ones created. -
--What about the so called "Bottle Bill" as an alternative
solution?
The. experience of the state of Oregon shows that
such legislation not an adequate solution. Oregon's
well known "Bottle Bill" became effective as law on
October 1, 1972. The state of Washington's Model
Litter Control Act became effective in May of 1971
and is much like the proposed Kentucky -Litter and
Beautification Act. Here is a look at a few facts:
• The Washington law. according to a study for that
state, has reduced overall litter by 66%. The Oregon
Bottle Bill" has reduced overall litter by 10.6%.
• Litter collection costs in Oregon have risen. In
Washington. litter-collection costs have dropped since
the first year of the law. '
• Per capita litter costs in Oregon are more than in
Washington. Oregon Spent 35C per person in fiscal
year 1977, while Washington spent 25C per person in
the same period.
• According to the Washington State Department of
Ecology, a breakdown of the composition of their
litter showed it to be 50% paper, 10% glass, 15% metal,
and 25% other items. Oregon's "Bottle Bill" puts no
restrictions on paper litter.
• Nearly all soft drink and beer costs have risen. in
Ortgon. Not only did the prices increase, but 12
ounce containers were replaced with 11 -ounce con-
tainers,. The Oregon consumer must now pay more
for the 11 ounce beverage than they did for 12 ounces.
The Kentucky Litter and Beautification Act. House
Bill 253. is a farsighted solution, to the probternr It
is necessary to preserve our state's natural beauty
which attracts tourist dollars. It will protect the en-
vironment not only from beverage related litter, but
also paper, and other solid wastes as well. Please
urge your legislative representative to vote Yes', for
the Kentucky Litter -and Beautification Act. House
Bill 253. •






















Sheryl), Rt. 5 Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Peggy L Willoughby
and Ilaby Boy, Rt. 8, Murray,
Mrs. Melinda C. Stubs: and
Baby Boy, Rt. 6 Bx. 422
Paducah, Mrs. Ruby E.
Lampkias, Rt. 1 Hazel,
Malcolm R. Lane, Rt. 5 Ben-
ton, Kevin J. Mullins, 133
_Riviera Cts. Murray, Miss
Jill M. Drysdale, Bz. 7307
Regents Hall M. S. U., Mrs.
Beulah Jones, Rt 3 Murray,
Miss Tern L. Gilbert, Bx. 2831
Univ. St. Murray, Mrs. Nancy
L. Bucy, Bz. 161 Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Alma Jo Haines, Faland
Tr. Ct. Lone Oak Rd. Paris
Tn., Miss Jamie F. Morrison,
Winchester Apt. No. 3 Main
Murray, Mrs. Debbie L.
Shalar, Rt. 1 Hardin, Leonard
R. Barrow, Rt. 5 Murray, Mrs-
Patricia S. Barrow, Rt. 1
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Dorothy N.
Atkins, Bs. 426 Hardin, Mrs
Barbara L. Seese, Rt. 6
Murray, Mrs. Effie 0,
Donelson, Rt. 6 Murray, Mrs.
Venice Travis, Rt. 3 Murray,
Eugene P. Forrester, Rt. 1 Bx.
127 Union City, Tn., William
E. Barnhill, Rt. 2 Buchanan,
Tn., Homer E. Cohoon, 806 N.
_18M
N. 10 Murray, William F. ,
Fitts, 901 Fairlane Murray,
Miss Mabel D. Brown,
Murray, Manor Apt. No. D7,
Murray, Everette Nanney, 411





• Baby Boy Perkins (Sondra),
.Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Miss Barbara A. Oakley, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. N. Sham
Walston, 3604 Velma Dr.,
Hopkinsville, Mrs.. Mildred J.
Curd, Rt. 5„ Murray, Mrs.
Deborah J. Stice, Rt. 3,
Calvert City, Miss Amelia J.
Roberts,. A-2 North Wctd
' Apts., Murray, Mark R.
Conley, Box 5385 Hart Hall,
MSU, Miss Mary D. Wolz, Box
6097, Hester Hall, MSU,
Jimmy D. Wilson, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie E.
Davis, 732 Nash Dr., Murray,
Miss Joan D. Spradling, 303 N.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Bertha P.
Rumfelt, 1103 Elm, Murray,
Thomas A. Barnett, Rt. 6,
-4-ir Murray, Mrs. -Mary S.









Don M. Danielson, Rt. 5,
Murray, Miss Lisa K. Smith,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs: Denise
Dutton and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Stewart, Tn., Mrs. Glenda n.
Ladd and Baby Girl, Rt.'2,
Hazel, Mrs. Karen B. Kelso
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Sarah E. Greer and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, Paris, Mrs. Oral L.
Hudson, Rt. 1, Mansfield, Ky.,
Mrs. Anita K. Bear, J & J
Apts. No. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia M. Compton, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Jennye S.
Smock, Box 173, Murray, Mrs.
Sally A. Futrell, Box 665,
Murray, Mrs. E. Jane
Chapman, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tn., Mrs. Bertha D. Young,
Hamlin, Ky., Mrs. Gertie B.
Wilkins, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
May McClure, 300 Wriodlawn,
Murray, Edgar C. Morris, Rt.
7, Murray, Henry L. Windsor,
Rt. 1, Dukedom, 'Fn., Mrs.
Burd E. Redden, Rt. 1, Ben-
ton, Reuben I. Dale, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn.
A RAW Se. ,t ul T' Ne,stKw











Quality home furnishings at Lmbelievable price. Save tens to hundreds of dollars on name brand
merchandise. Some one of a kind or discontinues, some slightly damaged. This is only a  partial list
MISC. ITEMS
I - Cherry curio case, crown
glass lighted
1 - Globe English Oak small
hutch, glass doors
1 - Jasper white 8. blue French
curio cabinet lighted







1 - Bernhardt oak drawer
bookcase with desk unit 395'
1 - Jasper Secretary desk,
green with gold striping 39995
1 - American :of Martian's-
curio, antique yellow lighted 569"
- Hinkle-18044e:nii .46.'s-iliv; —
lowboy shell carved 699"
1 - 4 pc. Brandt table group,
pecan, bamboo design, lamp,
cocktail, 2 end 605"
2 - Medallion glass top cocktail
squerss mt. gold bases each 229
1 • Jasper cherry; 411-top
ladies' desk with gallery rail 549"
1 - Oak etergere with one
drawer 299"
1 - Party extension table with
four chairs, beige cover, oak 6999'
Hammary Console, French
provincial white with yellow
trim, grill doors and wood top
1 - Roll top secretary, lighted
top, spattered red finish
1 - Three pc. group French
Provincial tables, 1 cocktail, 2









I - Link-Taylor bamboo design REG.
natural finish rectangular
table, 6 chairs display china 2350x
1 - Oak table, one 18" leaf, 6
chairs, upholstered seat &
back, contemporary styling
1- 8 Pc. Honey Pine dining
room, 48" round table, 6
chairs, with hutch
1 - 8 Pc. pecan dining room,
contemporary styling, lighted
china, rectangular table, 6
cane-back chairs
1 - 8 Pc. American of Mar-
tinsville oak dining room,
lighted china, oval table, six
chairs
1 - 8 Pc. Hibriten oak, rec-
















I - Marimont tuxedo,
tangerine strip velvet loose
pillow back
1 - Silvercraft crewel design
upholstery, beige, green,
brown
1 - two-pc. wood trim sofa &





1 - Marimont contemporary
beige flame-stitch Herculon 699'5
1 - Kroehler square arm, 3
cushion, brown, beige & black
nylon 599"
_
1 - Silvercraft tufted bock,
blue velvet contrast wilt &
 trim 899"
1 - Marimont contemporary
design, off-white & earth tone
stripe Herculon
I - Kroehler square arm loose




I - Marimont tuxedo style
loose pillow back, sea green - 599's
1 - Kroehler contemporary
sofa, attacked back, rust,
beige, and brown stripe Her-
culon cover 499"
1 - Kroehler loveseat, wing
back, olive and gold tweed
Horatian 399"
1 - Kroehler 2 pc. sofa and
chair, wing bock maple trim,
copper tweed 799'
2 • Kroehlii Centurion
loveseat saddle tam vinyl each 499"
lroehler limientAbose







3 Pc. Sumter solid maple, choir
back headboard, 9 drawer




3 Pc Solid cherry toll poster
bed, triple dresser, with mirror
and chest on chest
4 Pc. cane and woven wood
triple dresser with mirror,






4 Pc. French Provincial fruit-
wood open panel headboard,
large dresser with mirror,
chest, and drawer the stand 103000
3 Pc. solid cherry spindle bed,





3 Pc. Bassett, contemporary
design
mirror and chest 699° 499"ig  panel bed, door dresser
1 - Kincoide Pine panel head-
mirror and 5 drawer chest 699' 449"board, large dresser with
1 - Dixie Oak headboard, 9
drawer door dresser with
mirror and chest 1099' 79995
• CHAIRS:
PEG.
2 - Marimont wing blue & beige
each 199"
2 - Henredon Lawson lounge,
terra cotta velvet each 450'
INF
1 - Marimont wing olive velvet
2 - Tub chairs loose back light
gold brocade each
1 - Silvercraft tufted back
orange velvet
1 - Marimont lounge choir
beige stripe
1 - Globe lounge loose pillow
• Ai& off-white velvet with
Moe contrasting welts
-------t-w-tAarimont Lou*, 









1 - Marimont French Provincial
wing, gold velvet each 299"
2 - Fairfield round back, blue,
copper, beige stripe each 249"
2 - Fairfield tali Wick lounge,
sable velvet each 1895
2 - Conover wing back lounge
antique copper basket weave
each
2 • Marimont Queen Ann wing
chairs curry damask cover
each


















1 • Jamison Queen size, wing
back floral velvet 449"
1 - Jamison, Queen size, earth
tone muted plaid




1 - Jamison super queen loose
pillow back brown velvet 699"
_
1 - Monmont queen size
tuxedo, fawn-colored velvet 699"
1 - Marimont queen size loose
pilloiv back burgundy & beige
plaid 799's
1 - Jamison queen size orange
Herculon 399"
1 - Jamison queen size loose
back, white, brown, beige 59995
plaid
1 - Jamison queen size Early
American attached back, cop-






















Sun Audio West is offering the following list of new & demo. Stereo Equipment for sale. Some products are in factory sealed
boxes, some have been on display a short time. THE SAVINGS ARE TREMENDOUS. We can offer you 90 DAYS FREE
Financing with approved credit. We will be open Thursday night, Friday night and Saturday night until 9 P.M., Sunday from
1-5 P.M.
Sun Audio West 3000 LoneLotoOak kitood, (U.S. Route 45) 554-9754
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ALL MARANTZ PRICED TO SEMI
•2285 *2216 *1070 Some New
*2265 *1040 *2270 Seam Demo
A-407 Integrated Stereo Amplifier







THE NEW STYLING OF SA HSU! SC3000










SOME NEW, SOME DEMONSTRATORS
GREAT SAVINGS! FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
Stereo Receivers and Amplifiers
WAS NOW
YAMAHA CR 600, AM/FM Stereo Receiver, 30 Watts Per C.banail $460 $300
YAMAHA CA 600, 30 Watts Pei Chem& Amplifier, .08 Distortion  330 220
YAMAHA CA 800, 45 Watts Per Channel Amplifier, .011.Distortion  470 320
YAMAHA CA 1000, 70 Watts Per Channel Amplifier, .08 Distortion  600 380
MARANTZ 2325 (Demo), 125 Watts Per Chastest AM/FM, Dolby, Elaborate  799 575
MARANT2 2265 (New), 65 Watts Per Choose, AM/FM, Stem* Receiver  57-0 425
MARANTZ 2285 (New), 85 Watts Per Channel, AM/FM, Stereo Receiver  670 499
MARANTZ 2216, 16 Watts Per Ckonnel, AM/FM, Stereo Receiver  249 216
SHERWOOD 9910 (Deme), 100 Watts Per Chanel, Ifigb Seasitivity  650 399
SHERWOOD 7210A (New), 30 Watts Per Chapnel, ARItild, Stereo Receiver   219 199
SHERWOOD 7310, 40 Wets Pei Chapel, AM/FM, Stereo Receiver.  339 229
SHERWOOD 7010, 10 Watts Per Charnel, AM/FM, Stereo Receiver  179 109
Several Other Models Too Humerus To Litt, Names Like: Pioneer, Technics, JVC, Konwood,,
Mei, Sony, Scott, Semi,  FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.
SPEAKERS
JBL Model L-66, Horizons. List $426 Each, 1 Pair Only at $299--tidi
II I C Model 2, 4, 6, AN Demos AT COST, OR BELOW
KLN, Highly Accent. Speaker*, 3 Models To Choose Fres Priced From3135 to $225
Abet Loosing, Specially Ordered, Santana Series, Waken, Slate Top, List $300, Owe Pair Only Al
$200 Eck. fel Warranty.
Synergistic*, Models Si's, 72's, S 1 's are 12" 3 Way, Walnut Coldest, Highly Efficient, List
$300 Each, Several at $135 Each. (Excellent Value) Compare to Ars L110 at $368 Each.
Model 72's, Large Stedie Type Speakers, 2 10" woofers, 2 4" tweeters, 2 hiconex horns, 2
Midrange Speakers, in Each Cahoot, Solid Walnut, Stand 4 h. High, 3 ft. Wide, 8" Deep. List
$600 Each, On Sole for $299 lock, Only 2 Pair Available. (Sound Tremendous With Monet:
23 25 ).
All Speakers, New or Demo Come Complete With The Menafecturer's 5 Year Warranty, AN
Warranty Work By Son Audio West, Inc.
TAPE DECKS & TURNTABLES
THORENS TD 165, Now, Folly Manual, Preatior Crafted in Germany, Was $110. Now $99
MOMS TD 145, A Semi-Autoinatic Turntable. List $225. Now $150
II I C Model 1000 With Remote Control, Fully Automatic, Programmable, New List $350. Now
199.95(1 Only)
PIONEER PI 510, New Dkett Drive, Folly Masiii, List VZINF.1Ww —E39:15-(1-0ely)
PIONEER Cassette Deck CTF 2121, Front Loading Cassettabecir,flow $199. Now $145
SANYO Direct Drive List $219. Selo $139
SANYO Semi-Airtomatic List $150. Now $109
MARANTZ Cassette Deck, Model 5120 Top Loading, List $329. Now $219 (One 0•12)-
AKAI Reel To Reel, 10" Model 630D, Now,Vite Oaly, List $1100 Available For $599 (I Only).
AKAI Top Loading Cassette Deck, CS 63D, List $199. One Only For $130.
PIONEER Truk Record Decks, With And Without Dolby, From $159.95.
CRAIG 8 Track Record And Play Decks,  From $59.95
*Turntables Do Not laded, Cartridges. (See Ad For ATTI1E)
COMPACT STEREO SYSTEMS AND TABLE RADIOS
SONY Model SS258 With Matching Speakers, 8 Tried Play And Record, Full Size Turntable
AM/FM Stereo Rodeo. List Price $319. Now $239.
SONY Model EX IM, Contemporary Styling, AM/FM Turntable, 2 Speakers. Was $269-95- Now
$199.
CRAIG Model H361, 8 Track Play And Record, Record Changer, 2 Speakers, AM/FM. Was
$299.95. New $219.
CRAIG, 8 Track, AM/FM, 2 Matching Speakers. Regular $119.95. Now $94.95.
SONY Table Rodin, Tree Sound AM/FM, Walnut Cabinet, List Price $139.95. Now
Reduced To $99.95. A Lou Expensive Sony Table Radio Available As Above For Only $59.95.
SONY Cassette Recorders With And Without AM/FM Radios Starting At $49.95.
The Above Items Are Only A Partial Listing, Al Units Whether New, or Dome Have Fell
Manufacturer's Warranty. AN Prices Held To This Sole Only, Offers Expire When List Units Are
Sold.
Full 90 Day Free Financing With Approved Credit, Master Charge, VISA, No Lay-A-Ways Please.
(Some Items Are In Limited Quantity And Offer Expires When Last Unit Is Sold)
DUAL 1237 Includes
Fully Automatic, Can Stack Boss
Records, Bolt Drive. Dust Cover
Cerwin-Vega. W : 10
The Most Efficient
10" 2 Way Speaker
Available. Easily








Another 10" 2 Way
The L-40 Replaces the
L-26, A Best Seller
For Years. The L-40
$i'75 Each
"A Very Prestigious Speaker"
List $201





THE PIONEER TP-900 under dash 8-track with FM stereo
Here are features you thought you'd find in home stereo:
loudness switch, muting switch and sepotolo.
treble This unit else -RoCk 'loop lr stereo




Ned& lumber TPIN 41
Cassette
THE PIONEER KP 500 under dash FM
stereo Super-tuner
This beauty to also a beast with 16
warts RMS 11 has •n iittrectlys brushed
aluminum front end contains • cassette pleyer
the K P-500 otters home quality stereo wnh '
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MSUProfessor Works
In Cuatamala, Honduras
While MOM of _Murray and
Calloway County.b shivered
with • below-freezing tem-
peratures and whirling snow
during January, at least one
local citizen was toiling in the
relative heat and Alin forests
of Guatamala and Honduras.
Dr. James M. Kline,
professor of physics and
astronomy at Murray State,
was invited to join a grog) of
scholars and students from
Colgate University and work
with the director„ Dr. Anthony
Aveni. The purpose of the
Colgate group was to par-
ticipate in astronomical
research at the ancient sites of
Copan, Quiriqua and Tikal and
to tOffecVdata pertaining' to
" the*" • Mesoamerican. ar-
chitecture, art and City
planning for possible
astronomical orientations,
according to Dr. - Kline.
Transit procedures were used
to obtain the alignments taken
at the ancient cities
, -On returning to Colgate, the
group will feed the raw data
into a coniputer and. the
astronomical orientation for
each alignment listed. From
the surviving ancient
- literature, scientists have
learned that these
astronomical constructs were
of considerable importance in
Mesoamerican culture and
that they served to establish
important dates in the civil
and agricultural calendar..







At H&R Block, we under-
stand these new forms, we
knowthelawe-Wellaioeviry-
thing we can to save you mon-
ey. And that's Reason No. 1
why you should let H&R
Block do your taxes. ..
Han BLOCK




Sam to 8 pm Weekdays
9 am to 5 prn Sat.
two weeks. vfith the .group, -
much of the time in areas far
removed frail civilization; he
was also able to photograph
some of the sites bee visited
while working with the group.
Dr. Kline, who teaches
astronomy and astroar-
chaeology material at Murray
State, was especially pleased
- to be part of an in-
terdisciplinary_ group ap-
proaching the ruins from thf
viewpoints of art, history
archaeology, architecture and
astronomy.
"I- was delighted to par-
ticipate in this study and hope
to join the group again for
more pesearch and field




A -one-day consultative and,
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent children
will be held in the Graves
County Health Department,
Mayfield:on Friday, March 3.




shall and McCracken Coun-
ties.
Dz. Robert Solinger and Dr.
Ftancisco Elbl, co-directors of-




Univeisity of Louisville School
of-Medicine, will tonchiet the '
clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Heart* Association, the
Bpreau -fer Health Services
and' the county health
departments, the clinic
provides a diagnoctic service
for the patient, along with
recommendations for'
\ treatment and management of
the case. It also provides an
opportunity for the referring
physician to consult with the:
clinician regliding his
patient.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic
personnel as well as space and
equipment will be provided by
the Graves County Health
Department as well as the
Bureau for Health Services
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Bush White 141/4 oz 2/37,
HOMINY _
Libby Cream Style 4/$100coRtiv6oz
•••• •••••• • • Vlasio •
'• • 0 •
•v *: Hunts ah Polish t
-0 Tomato Sauce • - iv -Spears . 3• • .
• • C , a mr -





































AbW 32 oz. we
ow Coke •
6 For 89c .•_
•Plus Deposit
Save $1.20
• w/$12.511 Aid. Port:base



































With Beans 49'CHILI l5oz
Heinz
. KETCHUP, 32 oz 01
Sunshine Krispy
















































3 lb. bag 99





Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best
ROUND U.S.Choice t 19 U.S. Choice TIP











































SIBLE _ for any debts








and regular display, -
must be submitted




submitted by 12 noon
the day btf4re
publication. -





- fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 7534272.
A










put off until tomorrow
what you should have
done • yesterday f Start
serving 'God today!
James 4:14 says, "For
what is life! It is even a
us vapour, that apltreareth
for a little time, and then
vanisheth away." For
Bible study, individual
or by phone call 753-0984.
FOR WATKINS
Products. • Contact


























requested to check the




ceve we°, r Inset. fi-ori -
ANY ceacw u•lotap 55
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY-VS PROM
RILY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR








bring us yours for extra
.aapies. Made from any.
size into any size.
Wallet; low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, - use our rear en-
trance.
 BELTONE PAC 1UKY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray; Ky.
Call 753-1272.
5 Lost And Found
LOST IN CENTER Ridge
area, female German
Sheperd. Answers to
name of Smoky. Childs
pet. Call 436-5651.
FOUND WHITE bird dog
setter adult female.
Found- in: area 6 miles
out from Wiswell Rd.




for doctors office. Must
have good clerical skills
and love working with
people. Send resume to
MCC, Box 631, Murray.
-WORK AT HOME - Stuff
& address envelopes. $50
• to $250 weekly ,possible.







TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income. Capable of
earning $500 to $800





FULL OR PART DAYS
Men or Women over
with automobiles are
needed in Murray and
Aurora. DeliveryNtar-
ts about March 7. Send
name, address, age,
telephone number,
type of auto, •
company and howl
available on a post
card.to D. D. A. Corp.,
Box 32V The Ledger
and Ilmes.
• • is roue oreurs.e, wow,- •
6 Help Wanted
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and managemert,...with  
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.









Apply in own hand-
writing. P. 0. Box 32 A.
10. Business Opportunity
WANTED BABYSITTER
in my home. Part time










business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 6% per cent loans.. .
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795



















































NAG HIM PSYCHED OUT
WHAT ,0 VOL: EXPECT
MEDo7 PA"( .THE
S5 OUT OF NTY
POCKET?.1
NO TIME FOR THAT. WE
GOTTA MOvE. WE'LL





can no* get group in-
surance-(Excess Major
Medical)-at low group
rates. For a free
brochure call Bennett
and Associates, 203
South 5th Street, Murray
753-7273 or 759-1413.




15. Articles For Sale
16 Home Forlishings 32 
Audliwenh Fv. Rent
ELECTRIC HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack--
Matthews, $34.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. •
THREE PIECE bedroom bedroom apartment.
, suite French_ Provincial Inquire at los Soo413th
white with gold trim. Street.
Call 753-9985.
19 Farm Equipment




11) 14 DOZER with low
boy in good condition.




BALDWIN organ. Fun .
for the whole family.
--Ltunardo -Piano -Co.
tercels from the post
 • office, Paris, Tenn." -
BEATEN DOWN carpet
paths go when Blue --
Lustre arrives. Rent _
electric shampooer.




firewood - for sale.
Delivered or haul












$16.50 and up. Call 437-
4228.
LIKE NEW DARK brown
naugahyde couch and
chair. Also anticLite
yellow solid wood 3 piece




tress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living







: Ir144118/10 Ple"wry 23 yrs.
- 1%1 S homy (ww)




 $ 1111 rs
Mos Our Fria Gift
Nis Our Free lewhoro
Seed UM aid .15 Nohow
to:
AM DOMINO CO.
wo• 5, Mho d.IflommotV.
4smika. Po. IMO




Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.












HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Minervr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, alio baby
and fingering *eight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
'canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all














Arcnd C•stly M 0.4 Name.
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
• ••••••11 MIA 4,10..90411 N
'von Cle lop soy csonr.-1 Ind lob
rst arlhol









See at J. and B Music- -
Magnavox, Murray, 753-
7575.
12" BLACK AND WHITE_
portable T. V. Motorola'.
Like new. $50 Call 753-
2833.
27.Mobile Home Sales
1971 12 xIS 1%_ baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
1975 12 x 70 3 bedroom- ,
bath. All electric.
Central air. Call 437-
4654.
TWO TRAILERS and 4
acres of land. Call 437-
4484. .
MOBILE HOME FOR
• SALE, 10X 50, recon-
ditioned. New natural
gas furnace. Parked at
Shady Oaks. Call 753-
1516 between 4 and 8.






12 X 65 - three bedroom,
$125.00 per month plus
deposit, and references.
Call 753-4509 or 753-7357.
12 X 60 MOBILE home, 2
bedroom, carpeted,
central heat, fully
furnished. May be seen
at Shady Oaks, 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. No phone calls
please.
MOBILE HOMES and











31 Want To Rent
WANTED-air cured
tobbacco base. Call 753-
0148.
32 Apartments For Rent
• o EDROOM fur-
nished apartment near
Univeriity. $135 month.












34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM house
near University. $195,




Three bedroom, 2 baths,
all electric. About 12
miles East of Murray,
















late Six weeks old. Call
492-8607 after 6 p.m.
DOBERMAN PIN-
SCHER, 13 weeks. Sell












Neubauer or check with
our office John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
43 ReJi Es!„th.
IN ACRMSiocated east of
• ,
blacktop road. This can
be bought for leas Ptan
$800.00 ISer acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
tenting. Jobs C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




-consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles South-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
and priced very
reasonalbly at $5500,





sale at corner of 4th and
Olive Streets. Ap-
proximately % acre lot
priced very resonably.





you this 10 X 52 Trailer
complete with furniture
in Panorama Shores. 2..
lots; water, un-
derpinned, concrete
walk and porch with iron
railings. WONDERFUL
BUY! ACT NOW! $9,000.











*4"-Vitt *HospitalCLOSE) OW DittlSDAYS
Fri.& St 1-2:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts 'Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure





The Otis Ferguson Sale scheduled for last
---- Saturday-, will be held Saturday, February
25, at 10 a.m. Turn direct North in Now
Concord, go past Concord School and
Church of Christ.
Several antique pieces and 20 gauge
Remington pump. In case of hazardous driving
conditions, listen to cancellations or callus
Bab W. Miller, 492-8514
or
Terry Shoemaker 436-5327
floored ond ready Up to 11 o 74. Aiio barn style. offices cottages
mobile home id ons and patios or U BUILD pre cut completely ready






Save on rent and begin to whip inflation while
owning your own cozy 3 bedroom home on Whit-
nell Avenue. Priced at $25,000. Phone us for an




George Gallagher 753-1179 Geri Andersen 753-7912
Harry Patterson 492-1302 Bill Kopporad 753 1 222
MN Rayburn 759-4900










BY OWNER - le very
attractive home. 3 large
bedrooms, 114 baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage, floored -attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,




Call 753-9732 or 762-6970.
PICK UP • THE
PHONE...and call us
about this charming 2
bedroom mobile home
with many extras. Built
in atidees for yOur
stereo, Murphy bed for
your guest...ex-
ceptionally well_ kep-
t...large lot for proiracy.




special lot to build on
this spring' Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we hate an ideal
lot for a split level: Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753.0492 or come by our
- office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Etealtor,














HERE'S YOUR CHANCE -
to owqj Cattiforiable
quality home at a
reasonable price; Three
bedrooms, 2 baths,
beautiful decor, large 2-
car garage, and con-
venient, quiet location










to shopping areas. Only
$25,000 Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222 for more in-
formation. C-1
STORE BUILDING at














with 3 big bedrooms
there are many inches
and feet in this Colonial.
Stately double door
envy.. .and to the rear, a
restful patio area. Quiet
country neighborhood. 5
minutes from Murray.








C•PRE ,..1 nf, ONO. EN
SUPER BUY
You won't find a Defter buy anywhere than this 3
bedroom home on 1,12 acre in Kirksey. Has low
maintainance metal siding electric wall heat, air
conditioner, draperies, carpet and garage. As a
bonus the range and refrigerator are included.
Low-Low reduced price of $17,000. -
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phones 753-7724
Auction Sale
Saturday, February 25, 10 a.m. at the R. N. aid
Reba Miller bone 1 ilk aid Olive Murray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller have become disabled and
will sell a large house of nice , furniture, ap-
pliances, glass, china, and good antique items.
20' Westinghouse upright _home freezer,
Westinghouse automatic washer and dryer, ex-
tra nice living room suite, odd chairs, recliner,
dinette set, three nice poster bedroom suites,
lamps, linens, pictures, nice antique round oak
table with claw feet, and six chairs, oak buffet,
glass door china cabinet, desk and chair, two
matching rockers, Remington Gallery Special 72
callbecirille-with hexagon barrel, very old. Cen-
ter talilia:"Chlor T.V., lots of dishes, rugs, small
appliances, hand and shop tools, electric drills,
sabre saw, 1965 afevrolet pickup, lots of good
items not listed.
March 3, 1 p.m.
At the Mier $eed mid Pepper. Bundle', East
Mehl sad Railroad fruits he Murray.
Big three story building piled full of tools, odd
furniture, appliances, antiques, junk of all kinds
that Mr. Miller has piled back for years. Hand
tools, team tools and gear, table news, big elec-
tric motors, extension ladders, tarppulins, odd
tractor tools, piles of seed and grain, rough roll
top desk, oak rocker, iron beds, beam and plat-
form scales, cash register, adding machines,
moisture tester, check writing machine, him-






The owners or auctioneers will nof be respon-






2.- 2 3 :c)1978 United Eetture Syndicate:,Inc
L
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 MUSTANG, 27,000
miles. Factor) nsags. 6
cylinder. Like new.
Must sell. Cali, 753-9906.
1974 VOLKSWAGON
super Beetle. New tune-
up and battery. Red with
beige interior. $1875.
Call 753-6103.






437-4588 between 5 and 6
p.m.










listed this older home
located in Hazel. Home
13 in toad edndftion and
has had recent
redecoration and ad-
dition of insulation. Very
economical utility bills
and excellent buy at
$14,000 Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-




tommiitiod 3 bedroom frame
with 21 ewes of Wpm
Cimetty's flaest forademd.
Located only $ miles aim of
&NM skit IWO is maw
*toff fumed, has dark
Mimeo his. wed hare, di..
seeders forrowleg hoes..
Phisity of womilde stomps,
stock raids god eat& his.
Sea/ Is leliewhig.
Tool have to see this
Mesetifel home .5 1310 kirk-
weed to appreciate the
goolIty creftmeaship,




Let es ehow yaw this lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath brkk home
is... Oaly $42,500.
753-3263 Anytime
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROW on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 753-
8541.
BRICK HOME FOR sale.
Four_ miles west of
Murray. Call 759-1130.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
two bedroom brick
home. Carpet, drapes,
central heat and air with
,10' x 12' storage
building. Three miles
North of Mayfield. Call






ft. Outside Murray area.




teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-










1973 GRAND PRIX, red
and white. Good con-
dition. Or 1972 Pontaic
Grand Ville. Must sell
one. At a reastitiable
price. Call 474-2230..




. L7.000 actual miles.
.$3975. Call 753-9920 or
.753-30oo.
49. Used Cais & Trucks










1969 Nova 4 door, 6 ,
cylinder, automatic, one
$695. Call 489-2595




lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
t0
2666.
1973 BUICK Riviera, fully
equipped. 1975 Chevrolet




with extras. Call 753-
6057 or 753-6831.






Al esed Campers $50" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
51 Services Offered
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at • $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 7534$16.
WANT TO DO babyeitting
in my home during days.
Excellent care. Ages 2.





- write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 400 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001, Phone -day or
night 442-7028.
INSULATION BLOWN in






ters installed per your
-S-Peeilleations. -rail--
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
CHANGE THAT






1969 GMC.1#2 TON pickup. -
Good condition. $800
Call 767-3308 or 753-0573
after 410.
. 1975 DODGE FOUR
-wheel drive short wheel
base. Call days 753-8533,
nights 7534132.
'The only etre-far Caterirever
is the -outdoors and the heist




remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available.''
White's Camper Sales









steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove




Company Inc. Air con-






BELIEVE IT OR NOT
SPRING IS COMING
Get ready for enjoyment on the lake. 2 Lots plus,
a 10' x 52' trailer, coMplete with furniture, water,
underpinned, concrete Walk and porch with iron
railings. Exceptionally clean' and ready to let
you move right in. Cheaper than rent. Priced at




THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Audre Moody 753-9036
S. B. Nook 753-2387 Berbera Erwin 753-4136
Reuben Moody 753-9036 Homer Miller 753-7519
THE OLD SOUTH
Is alive and well in this colonial 4 bedroom home
and 10 rolling acres. Home. was completely
renovated 3 years ago and has lovely brick
fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2 baths and lots of
space throughout. Acreage is all fenced, gccod
tobacco barn, stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that




George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Merry Patterson 492-5302 Sill ltepparad 753.1222
OM Rayburn 759-4990





smallest to the most







rock, lime, sand and
decorative rock., Also
grain hailing availibie.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
ELECTRIC WIRING







Ct. Call 759-1231. -
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. ..No job























TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
pfumbing, heating and








help you get the best
out of 'the years co/ •
playing experienCe. Just
call me at 753-3682,
51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sear. 753-2310
for free estimates for
0. your needs. •
ALL TYPES backlioe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 711









children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
















exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR 'septic tank
and backhoe work






toothed deans carpets as-
WILY -
30 pound portable power-
house doei all the work
frfKTIVElt -c.and 
vacusans
out deep down dirt and




a fraction of the coot
1YOU SAVE. UP TO
$1540PER ROOM)
OM for seip PIA sirs
tel-Air Neer Store
1•144. Coote. /1.1-3142
53. Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR
Minimum 10 bales. Call
753-1287.
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available,, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS no utilities, Insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
• Cali 753-3744 days
or 753-7M$ nights
Cleaned tip and ready to move in. This fine home
was custom built for comfortable living 3300 eq.
ft. of Itvingarea with LR, DR, 3 BR, family room
with beautiful fireplace & sliding glass doors to
patio. Custom built kitchen, 2 baths - one with
sunken tub, large utility room, recreation room
& 2 car garage sitting on approx. 2 acres. This
home contains the finest materials. The
reproduction cost of this home would be much,
much higher than the listing price of $57,500.
Located 8 miles east of Murray on Hwy. 94. Call
today to see.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
(lade Jeff's Shopping Confer
759-1707
Helpong people rs our busIness
Evenings:












• QUESTION: IS IT• DIA444101“ ‘14.44.0.• (41•4041AMP-
ANSWER• P'""" ••••• •• Ow ••••11.,) •••••••• r • prr. •
^. eff•• r I WI w•tll.r.cp IN• •anr vf. pLtr, 2 XVI ',or., ..•••,• I (rip
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Q• SHIXAD MAIO
A. Tl•rr my, ret • 11/71 1,11. 'OF • .•'• 41.• •cl• as ••. *re 0.• ....,X.,•••••• A .•.• , • ,r„,
Try iro-immtoota..., .A• ow 6 1,4,4, help, CV .•
A-,',,. • iv* frnr•ahk• reu•o, r TRF
Q: WHAT KIND OF TRFES CAN I GET AND 110W.MAI4"0..
You can gel Loblony Who, Of Shonleal Pew stou car, grt any ol thr harduororis Ir.( ego Walnut West
: vac di Shaft would be a nenenum of 500L) trees a max mu,,, 0/ 20 000 --
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Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Friday
For Felix R. Moss
The f6neral -for Fell* Ralph
Moss has been changed from
today iThiirsday ) to Friday at
ten. a-. fli. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Sydney Maddox
and the Rev. Stephen
Davenport officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr., will be soloist
with Richard Jones as
Pallbearers will be Randal
PatterOn, Clyde Steele,
Hwardl3randon, 3•VtIllam
Camp. Glen Barnett, and G. T.
Brandon. Burial will follow in
the New Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
ttlim at home:
Mr. Moss, age 70, died
Tuesday at 11:32 a. 'inr-at the-
Western •Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was a retired
carpenter and a resident of 643
North 24th Street, Paducah.
Survivors—include Kis wife,
Mrs. Juanita Roberts Moss,
Padugah; twodaughters, Mrs.
Earl fadgett, Murray, and
Mrs. Rodney-Cook; Paducah;
two sons, William Norman
Moss, .Venice, Calif., and
Ralph Wade Moss, New Berry
Park, Calif.; one sister, Mrs.
Rubye Roberts, Murray; two
brothers, Kenneth Pat Moss,
Inglewood, Calif., and Dr. Joel





Services for-Nuel McNutt of
526 South 'Seventh Street,
Murray, retired Murray
fireman, are being held today
at two p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
where he was a member, with
Bro. John Ciale officiating and
Bro. Jerry Bolls leading the
congregational singing.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jackie Cooper, Charlie
Humphreys, Rudolph Smith,
Ansel Griffin, Sandy Outland,
and Coy Hale. The Euin Dick
Sunday School Class of the
church. will serve as an
honorary group.
Interment will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery with
'arrangements by Blalock-
-Coleman Funeral Home. -
Mr. McNutt, age 70, died
Tuesday at 6:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Mrs. Zelta
Morris McNutt, died July 16,
1977.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Henry B.
Willoughby, Murray; two
sons, Dan McNutt, Union City,
Tn., and Ron McNutt, 1902
Sherrie Lane, -Murray; three
sisters, Mrs.-Alfred Williams,
Mrs. Joe. Parker McCuiston,
and Mrs. Charles Henry, all of
Murray Route :Three; one
brother, T., H. McNutt,
Paducah; three grand-
children, Michael Willoughby,
Greg • McNutt, and Brad
McNutt.
Coal Contract Briefing Southwest Senate Has First Test Vote
• •
AAtI1SONVI1..l.E. Ky.k AP)
— About 500 members of the
United Mine Workers union in
western Kentuaty were to be-
briefed today on a tentative
Antract settlement between
the union and the Pittsburg &
Midway Coal Mining Co.
But hopes that a P&M
contract might lead the way
for a settlement of the 80-day
nationwide coal strike ap-
peared to be fading Wed-
nesday:
And one, miner suggested
that' even if the P&M em-
ployees ratify the agreement,
other UMW miners may
picket to prevent their return
to work.
The- briefings on the
agreement-, -reached hianda•*'°-UMW—rniziert' -picket - lihe
in Washington, will take place even if they did have a
at meetings of the UMW locals -separate contract.
representing the•P&M ruiners.- . .
said James Hawkins, vice Government officials first
president of UMW District 23, hoped the MN' agreement
based at Madisonville. would encourage the
P&M operates four mines in Bituminous Coal Operators of
Kentucky — the Drake No. 3 America, which represents
and Drake No. 4 underground 130 other coal operators in
mines and the Colonial, and bargaining with the 1,IMW, to
Paradise surface operations improve its "final" offer. -
— all in Hopkins and However, the BCOA refused
Wednesday to use the P&MMuhlenberg counties.
Hawkins said copies of the tentative settlement - as -a
agreement will be distributed Model for a nationwide set-
to miners at the meetings. - •tlement. The „ association
The miners will have a called instead 'fee- arbitration
:hence to ask questions about as "the fairest approach to
the proposatj which was settle the coal strike."
signed by Tommy Gaston, The union rejected that as
District 23 president, and will "ridiculous." but agreed to
then wait 48 hours before reopen joint negotiations
meetings are set to vote on the. aimed at ending the strike, the
proposal. • longest in the UMW's history.
Hawkins -said the vote could 
come Saturday. Kenneth
Foreman, president of Local
1142 at-the Cotonialinine, Said
the final results should be
known by Saturday night.
Foreman, who helped
negotiate the P&M agreement
in Washington, said he had
been trying to answer miners'
questions about the pact, but
could not predict whether they
would ratify it.
If they do, he said, other
UMW miners in the district
may object to their return to
work before the UMW ratifies
a nationwide contract.
"I'm sure they will picket us
out," he said. He said P&M
miners would not cross other
Mrs. Noble Lamb 1rFor H. B. Darnell   More Farm Animals
Final rites for H. B.- Darnell ea Ate756-; . *
Will Die This Winter
Mui ay- Route Two are
being held teday p. m. Rites On Friday
at the chapel of the Collier Mrs. Noble ( Clara Nell )
F B t ithuneraI  home, en on, w
Bro. Willis Green and Bro.
,Kenneth flogver, _officiating:
Leroy Oakley, Randy
Conner, Bob Johnston, Ronnie
Darnell, Sammy Atkins, and
Joey Lawson are serving as
-pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Darnell Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Mr. Darnell, age 52, a
retired - Air -Force men; died
Tuesday at 4:35 a. m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Nashville,
Tn. He was a member of the
Hardin Church of Christ.
The Calloway man is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Bettie
Darnell, Murray Route Two;
two daughters, Mrs. Janis
Groves, Clarksville, Tn., and
Mrs. Donna Mosley, Murray;
one son, Philip Darnell,
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Beauton Johnson, Kirksey,
• Mrs_ Doris Johnston. Benton,.
and Mrs. Dorothy Atkins,
Hardin; one brother Howard




' What is Project
Independence?
Project Indepen-
dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. it is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their liomes
(such as household
chores, meals, • health
.nee(s, transportation
and others), AND






call Bonnie Ashby at
#753-5362.
Lamb of Mayfield Route One
died this morning at 1:20 at
the Community tiospital,_
Mayfield. She was 56 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness. • •
. The, deceased was an em-
ployee of the Merit Clothing
Company, Mayfield. Born
Feb. 6, 1922, she was the
daughter of the late Sid
Johnson and may Waters'.
Johnson.
Mrs. Lamb is survived by
her husband, Noble Lamb;
three sons, Kenneth L. Lamb,
Murray, Clifford Lamb and
Robert David Lamb,
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Neva Manning, Calloway
County, Mrs. Rubena Hill and
Mrs. Maudina Palmer, both of
Mayfield; one brother, Robert
H. Johnson, Mayfield; four
grandchildren.
Funeral serffeeS '• will be
held Friday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, withthe Rev.
Don Cooper and the Rev.
James Robertson officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today (Thursday).
Power...
( Continued From Page One)
The second step is a
mandatory 30 percent cutback
to all residential and com-
mercial custoffrers although
officials acknowledge it would
be harder to enforce. It would
be implemented when the coal
supplyialls to 750,000 tons.
TVA would further reduce
industrial customers to 50
percent of their normal use if
the stockpile falls to 500,000
tons. At 250,00 tons, industries-
would get only enough power
to prevent their equipment
from being damaged.
As a last resort, TVA would
rotate blackouts among all
consumers if it found itself
unable to get the electricity







FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
More farm animals in
KentuckY will perish becalige
of the severe weather this
winter than last, state
Agriculture Commissioner
.ThomaiHarris says. - -
-We have now had some 40
days of snow and bad weather,
about eveit with last winter,
and it looks like we are going.
to exceed that a little," Harris'
said Wednesday. "I'd say the
death losses are going to pass
last year."
Kentucky farmers lost $8.1
million worth of livestock
because of bad weather last
winter, he said, and farmers
have already reported losses
of about $9 million to $10
million worth this winter.
Harris said the state
Department of Agriculture
was compiling figures OD the
numbers of animals lost and
whether cattle or hogs made
up the largest portion of the
lost livestock.
This winter has been hard
on both, Harris said.
TGE (an intestinal disease)
has hit the pigs in western
Kentucky," he said.
The disease apparently has
been worse because black-
birds, believed to -spread the
disease among the animals,
have stayed closer to where
the pigs live this year, Harris
said.
"This year the big roosts
aren't there," Harris said.
"They've apparently changed
their habits. They are staying
around the barns and
feedlots."
And he said cattle have been
harder hit this winter because




• A Mid-Winter Bible Con-
ference will be held at the
First Baptist Church starting
-Friday, Feb. 24, and con-
tinuing through Sunday, Feb.
26, with the Rev. Dr. Dale
Moody of the Southern Baptist
_Theological Seminary,
Louisville, as the guest Bible
teacher.
Dr. Moody will - lead the
youth and adults in a study of
Ekodus on Friday and
Saturday from seven to nine
p.m. in the fellowship hall, and
on Sunday at 5:45 p.m. He will
also speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service on Sunday at
the church.
Classes will be provided for
pre-school and children while
the youth and adult class is in
session.
A luncheon and dialogue on
Eschatoloay will be held
Saturday, Feb. 25, at noon,
and persons -,may call the
church off ite for reservations.
cattle.have trouble getting to
the ponds even if they are not
frozen over." • -
Also, he said, farmers try to
stretch their feed Supplies
during the bad weather to
make sure it will last. ,
,-So they ( cattle) are hit
with dehydration and they are
not getting proper nutrition,"
Harris said. .
"The -losses are con-
siderably heavier this
February as compared with
last year. It doesn't look good
at this point," he said.
rionor 1(011
Is Listed
The semester honor roll for
Southwest- Calloway
Elementary School has been
„released by ROY Cothran
principal as follows:
Sixth Grade — Cindy An-
derson, Billy Collins, Greg
Douglas', Jeff Dowdy, Micah
Edwards, Shannon Ford,
Andy Jobs, Vonda Murdoek,
Jennifer Rice, Janee Sims,
Leland Steely, Chris Sheridan,
Melissa Richardson, Renee
Taylor, James Thompson,
Tim Williams, -Daron Wilson,
Lori Windsor, and Mark
Wilkerson.
Seventh Grade — Carl
Anderson, Donna • Cole, Lynne
-Cothran; Karen --Dowdy,.
Kenneth Futrell, Mark Gib-
son, Lori Malcolm, Regina
Morris; end Billy Murray.
'Eighth Grade — Jenise'




Mark Jackson, Dan Key, Lori
Lovins, Brad Miller, Lori
Murdock, Phil Orr, Darrell
Overby, and Lisa Phillips.
GAS STATION
OF TOMORROW?
NEW YORK ( AP) — Tomor-
row's gas station will be self-
service, with big "pumpers,"
larger _though fewer in number
than those of today, and more
appealing to the eye, believes
William Olcott, chief tditor,
National Petroleum News.
Olcott sees hoses being posi-
tioned overhead and motorists
reading gallons and prices on
more sophisticated electronic
readout displays.
. Instead of cash,. he _expects
that payment will be made
through a type of credit card
that also unlocks the pump to
allow gasoline to flow.
- Olcott also envigas more
and more Motorists doing their
own tuneups and other work,

















































































Prices of docket local interest at neon
EDT, today, furnished to the hedger &
Times by First of Itadligan, , Corp-, of
' Mirrai.areps-fillows:
Heublein Inc 26% -%
McDorialds Corp 44% -4
Ponderosa Systems 14% unc
Kimberly Clark 42% -44
Union Carbide 37% me, 
W. R. Grace ., 33% toc
Texaco 3544 -%








Prices of sulickx uf Wulf interuni at
noon LA"), furnished to the Ledger &
Timedby I. M. Matte Oa ot Many art
as follows; . • —
Industrial Avg. -3.30
Airco 314 -%
Air Products 34% -44
American Motors 4% -4
Ashland Oil 27% unc
A. T. & T.  ' p '44
Ford MiXor Co ' -42 -AI- .
Gen. Dynamics - 7114-vae.
General Motors 57% -%
General Tire  2.2% -iii




Quaker Oats 21 +%
Tappan 8% unc
Western Union  • . 16 unc
Zenith Radio  ' • 11v• -54
- Chestnut Grcive To
Hear Rev. Ray
The Rev. Gary Ray, will be
the guest speaker at the
worship services on Sunday,
Feb. 26, at 2:30 p.m. at the
Chestnut Grove A.M.E.
Church, Hazel.
The guest speaker is pastor
of the Church of the Living
God, Paris, Tn. The public is
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 23, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes $ Buying Stations
: Act. 350 Est. 490 Barrows k
}eiG ets.rlower Sows steady - .50 lower
US 1-2 280-7301tis... $47.50-47.75 few 44.00
US 1-3 900-240 lbs 147.00-47.50
US 3-4 240-2190 the  $46.0047.00
US 3-4 MO-2901W. $45.00-46.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb $39.0540.00
US 1-2 300-5001M. . 419: 139.00-40.00
US 1-2460.400 lb 940.00-41.00
US 1-2900460 lb s $41 0042 00
US 2-3 300-500 lb e 936.00-39.00
Boars 37.00-3000
Answer to Wedrtesili‘'s l'iuii ii.
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nama ianai I rea les
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
outcome of the Senate's first
procedural vote on the
Panama Canal treat& gtveg
no sure indication whether the
pacts eventually will be ap-
proved or rejected.
By a vote of 67-30, the Senate
agreed to stick to its plan of
considering the treaty to in-
sure the waterway's
neutrality before dealing with
the proposal to actually hand
the Canal Zone over to
Panama.
The vote Wednesday came
on a proposal by Sen. James
Allen, D-Ala., a leader of the
treaty foes, to reverse that
order.
Although both sides scanned
the rot/ cant or tIttications thE
vote might indicate how un-
decided senators might
eventually vote on, the treaties
themselves, there seemed to
be few if any clues.
Sens. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.,
and Richard Schweiker, R-
Pa.,- said their votes for
Allen's motion should not be
taken- as a sign they will
support the treaty opponents
in the final voting.
"In no way should my vote
be taken as anything more
than suppolting Sen. Allen's
motion:" said Ford, one of the
undecideds. "I will continue
considering every amendment
to these treaties, vote by
vote."
The leadership. of both
parties opposed Allen's move.
-More debate's expected this
week, with no 'votes planned
until next week when efforts to
amend the treaties will begin.
The bipartisan leadership
has lined up overwhelming
support for athending the
neutrality pact to include
guarantees of the United
States' right 'to intervene
militarily to keep the canal
open while also spelling out
priority passage for U.S.
warships in time of
emergency.
Allen said considering the
neutrality pact first was
"putting the cart before the
horse." '
But Majority Leader Robert
C. Byrd, D-W.Va., expressed
the strategy of the treaties'
supporters for taking up that
agreement first: "I want to
blow where we stand the next
day. I want to know where we
stand on Jan. 1,2000."
The leadership had been
concerned that it would lose
votes on the .treaty to
relinquish the canal unless
doubts about U.S. security had
first been dealt with in. the
mutrality pact.
' Allen' took
view of his chances of blocking
ratification of the treaties. "I
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fee these trenties;". he told his
colleaguet. Sixty-seven are
-.needed for ratIficatIntr. • - -
The vote occurred shortly
after the Senate concluded a
record 14 hours of closed-door
debate on allegations that
Panamanian officials, in-
cluding Gen. Omar Torrijos,
the nation's ruler, were in-
volved in drug trafficking.
There was widespread
agreement that few if any
votes were .changed by the
evidence presented during the
closed session.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3,
up . 1 . • —
Below dam 303.1, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake,- 'I am:' 354:0;
down 0 . 1 .
Below dam 317.0, up 0.1.
1.7 Peak H.P.
19 vcm• RATING'
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